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Abstract

Natural language user interfaces to database systems(NLIDB) attempt to formulate

queries to database systems in user's native language. This thesis plesents a NLIDB

which uses abductiue reasoning to understand natural language (e.g. English) and

translates queries into the formal Stluctural Query Language(SQL).

Abduction is an inference to achieve the best explanation. The task of under-

standing natural language is viewed as finding the structural relationships between

unstructuled inputs. That is, to understand is to seek the best explanation of how

the inputs are coherently related. Obaious abduction uses a network to represent

the domain knowledge. Observations correspond to nodes in the netwolk anno-

tated with a set of attribute-value pails. An explanation of the observations is a

generalized subtlee of the network that connects all the obselvations. This con-

nection is a coherent set of relationships between the observations, and therefole,

explains how they ale lelated. To understand quelies to a database, we use Entity-

Relationship(B-R) diagram of the database as domain knowledge. When querying

a database, the user need only lisi the interested items. These items are mapped

onto the nodes of the B-R diagram. The access paths are obtained by finding

a connection among these nodes in the E-R diagram. We choose the shortest

connection, which has the minimum total length, if there ar-e sever-al alternative

connections. The shortest connections, or database query graphs are translated to

SQL statements based on the mapping between tr-R diagram and database schema.

Those SQL statements can be submitted to SQL supported database management

systems.

1V
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

1-.1 Motivation

Database system and user interface are the two key components of many compute¡

applications. In oldel to access the computer applications, the user.must either rely

on his/hel programming skills, or the modes of the interaction provided by the in-

terface designer'. While the databases grow larger and the user population increases,

Data Base Management Systems(DBMS) are still built for retrieval efficiency and

not user effectivenessll0]. There ar-e several kinds of database interfaces: Structural

Query Language(SQL), form based interfaces, Graphical User Interfaces(GUI), and

Natural Language Interfaces(NlI). Compared with other interfaces, NLIs provide

the capability for a wide audience of computer neophytes to access computer-data-

bases but do not want to find the time to learn all the intricate details.

This thesis presents a NLI to database systems(NLIDB) which rses abd.uctiue

reason'ing to understand queries in natural languag"(".g. Bnglish) and translates

queries into SQL. This chapter reviews the concepts of database system and the
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key issues to understand queries by abductions.

simple database schemas are given which are the

thesis.

At the end of this chapter,

underline databases through

two

this

L.2 Database and Relational Database

Databases are large collections of structured data stored in one or several computers

in ordel to serve several data processing applications. Databases model some parts

of the real world using a series of models. A model represents a set of concepts that

desclibe information pertinent to these applications.

According to the data model on which the database is based, database systems

can be categolized as relational, network, hierarchical, and object-oriented,. The

Entity-Relationship model, a high-level conceptual data model, is often used in

database design. The network model, also known as the CODASYL DBTG model,

replesents data as record types and set types. Each set type defines a 1:N relation-

ship between an owner record and a member record. A record type can participate

as owner or member in any number of set types. A network model uses data def-

inition language(DDl) to define lecord types and set types. Also, the model uses

data manipulation language(DML) to navigate, r'etrieve, and update database. The

hierarchical model lepresents data as hierarchical tree structures. Each hierar-chy

represents a number of lelated records. The main structures used by the hier-ar.chi-

cal model a.-e record types and parent-child relationship(PCR) types. Each PCR

type defines a hierarchical 1:N relationship between a par.ent record type and a

child recold type. Relationships ale strictly hielarchical in that a record type can

participate as child in at most one PCR type. This restriction makes it difficult

to represent a world where numerous relationships exist. Similar to the network
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model, the hierarchical model needs separate DDL and DML to define and ma-

nipulate the databases. The object-oriented model defines a database in terms of

objects, theil properties, and their operations. Objects with the same structure

and behavior belong to a class, and classes are organized into hierarchies or acyclic

graphs. The operations of each class are specified in terms of predefined procedur-es

called rnethods.

The relational model of data, first proposed by Codd[Z], has been widely ac-

cepted mainly because of its conceptual simplicity, symmetry, and data indepen-

dence. The basic idea of relational model is to consider a database as a collection of

relations. A common representation of a given relation is a table where the columns

represent the domains, called attri,bute, and the rows tepresent the elements in the

relation, called tuqtle. In addition, the relational DBMS has been extending their

models to incorporate object-oriented concepts and other capabilities; they are

referred to as ertended relational systems.

The lelational algebra, which consists of a set of operators, is used to manipulate

relations. The operators are used to select tuples from individual relations and to

combine related tuples from several relations for the purpose of answering a quely.

The result of each operation defines a ne\M relation, so relational algebra can then

be used to manipulate and query the database in a homogeneous manner. Those

most important operations are PROJECT, SELECT and JOIN. SELtrCT chooses

tuples and PROJECT selects columns or attributes. JOIN constructs a ne\¡/ relation

by iaking tuples from relation a -R and the collesponding tuples from relation a

.9. The correspondence is expressed by comparison between common attributes.

This operation is often necessary when the answer to the query must be obtained

from more than one table.The relational algebra itself, however, suffers from the

disadvantage of being too procedural. That is, the users need to specify not only
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what buí also åou (i.e. in what order). Mathematical matulity is demanded to

master reÌational algebra.

High-level query languages are proposed to alleviate the problem. The basic

operations in these languages are usually composition of operators in relational

algebra or calculus. The two best known of these languages are SQL and QUEL.

L.2.L SQL

SQL is a relational query language developed at IBM as the interface for an experi-

mental relational database system called SYSTEM R. It is neither a pure algebraic

language nor a predicated language. It has emerged as the most commonly used

relational language, and is now used in a large number of products. A joint ef-

folt under way by ANSI(the American National Standards Institute) and ISO(the

International Standalds Organization) has led to a series of standald versions of

sQL[10].

SQL is a comprehensive database language; it has statements fol data definition,

query, and update. Hence, it is both a DDL and a DML. In addition, it has facilities

for defining views on the database, for embedding SQL statements into a general-

purpose proglamming language such as C or- PASCAL.

The basic SQL statement is the qualification block which gives as its r-esult a

new lelation:

select <attr-ibutelist>

flom <relation(s)>

whele <condition(s)>

The JOIN operation can be expressed by either nesting the qualification blocks or-

by putting several relations in the FROM clause. For example, the query:
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what are the costs of blue parts?

can be express in SQL as follows:

select cost, part

fi'om part, supply

where part.color:"blue" and part.part:supply.part

A uiew in SQL terminology is a single table that is usually delived from other

tables. Those tables could be base tables or previously defined views. A view does

not necessarily exist in physical form. It is considered a uirtual table, in contrast

to base tables whose tuples are actually stored in the database. This limits the

possible update operations that can be applied to views, but it does not provide

any limitations on querying a view. We can also think of a view as a way of

specifying a table referenced frequently) even though it may not exist physically.

L.2.2 QUEr

QUEL is the quely language of INGRES, a relational DBMS developed at the

University of California, Berkeley. QUEL can be used as an intelactive quer-y

language or it can be embedded within a host pïogramming language. It includes a

range of functionality similar to that provided by early SQL versions. Basic QUEL

retrieval queries of the select-project-join type are very similar to tuple relational

calculus. Two clause, RETRIEVE and WHERE, are used; RETRIEVE specifies

the attlibutes to be retrieved (the projection attributes) and WHERE specifies the

select and join conditions. QUEL does not have a FROM clause as SQL does;

rather', all attributes in a QUEL queÌy must be expticitly qualified, either by their

relation name or by a tuple variable declared to range over their relation. Tuple

(A)
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RANGE statement of QUtrL. Here is thevariables are declared explicitly in the

generic query format in QUEL:

range of ú1 is Rt

range of ú¡ is Rx

retrieve(l¿, .At,. . . ,t¿,.A,) where /

In the above, A*is an attribute of relation R¿^, for m:1,2, ..., r, and / is a tuple

calculus formula with no quantifiers, which specifies the joining conditions. The

query (A) can be expressed in QUEL as follows:

range of p is part

range of s is supply

retrieve(p.part, s.cost) where p.color: "blue" and p.part:s.part

1.3 The lr[avigation Froblem

In database, the l,etm nauigation oúginally refels to the process of following the

physical access links in network or hierarchical databases[33]. Users of relational

database are relieved from physical navigation. However, they still have to perform

logical navigation. That is, the users are lesponsible for specifying which tables to

access and the join conditions. Although this is substantially simpler than following

the physical links, it has tur-ned out to be a major difficulty in using database. To

pelform the logical navigation, the user must not only be familiar with the concepts

in relational database in general and the structule of that particular database, but

also r-emember the table names and attribute names, which are, unfoltunately, often

crypti c abbreviations.
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Contlolled experimental lesearch has shown that queries requiring linking be-

tween relations or complex traversal of hierarchies or networks substantially increase

the probability of user errols [32,30,4]. In the relational model linkage between

lelations requires a join or specification of linking domains which is confusing and

tedious step.

One way to relieve the user of the logical navigation is to provi de logical aiews

of the database which are different from the actual database. Since the user can

use only the predefined relations that belong to his/her logical view, he/she must

have available a large set of predefined logical views if he/she is to access the data

in a truly flexible manner.

L.4 Steiner Trees

Sevelal efforts have been made to relieve the user of the responsibility for logical

navigation. The approach taken by Wald[34] and Motro[28] employs a graph to

represent the database conceptual schema. The graph is similar to various concep-

tual modeling glaphs used in database designs, such as E-R diagrams. We refer-to

this graph as the database graph. When querying a database, the user need only

list the items of interest. These items aïe mapped onto the nodes of the database

graph. The access paths are obtained by finding a connection between these nocles

in the graph. Since, in general, sevelal alternative connections may be possible,

the shortest connection, which has the minimum total length, is used to resolve the

ambiguity.

The graph-theoretic definition of the problem of finding the shortest connection

between a given set of nodes in a glaph is known as the Steiner Problem in Graphs

and the shortest connection, which must obviously be a tree, is called the Steiner
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Tree. We use the terms the Steiner Tree and the shortest connection interchangeably

in this thesis.

Unfortunately, the Steiner Problem in Graphs is NP-Complete [11]. Therefore,

a key issue in this approach is how to cope with this complexity. Wald handled this

problem by restricting the database graph to a special kind: the partial 2-trees1.

An algorithm was then introduced, which can solve Steiner Problems in partial

2-trees in linear time. Figure 1.1 shows some 2-tree examples. This method is not

applicable when the database glaph is not a partial 2-ftee.

I

,/ 
t..,

/
,/ 

t..

@--.--€d--------@

@

,ri "t'..
*r..---7

V
4

Figure 1.1: The Examples of 2-Tree

Motro [28] on the other hand, limited the search to the connections where the

nodes to be connected are at most 2 or 3 links away from each other. The drawback

of the algorithm is ils brittleness due to the constant limit.

The abduction algolithm in l22l is a generalization of a message passing algo-

lithm and can be adopted for the Steiner Problem.

1A z-tree can be defined recursively as follows: an edge (x,y) is a 2-tree; given an edge <x,y)
ofa2-tree,addinganewnodezadjacenttoxandyyieldsa2-tree.Apartial2-treeisaspanning

subgraph of 2-tree.
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1-.5 Obvious Abduction

Obvious abduction, detailed in Chapter 3, uses a network to represent the domain

knowledge. Observations correspond to nodes in the network annotated with a set

of attlibute-value pails. An explanation of the observations is a generalized subtree

of the network that connects all the observations. This connection is a coherent

set of lelationships between the observations, and therefore, explains how they are

related.

To find the Steiner Trees, we employ E-R diagram as the domain knowledge.

The given interested nodes in E-R diagram are observations; the explanations ar-e

the the connections of those nodes; the best explanations are the shortest connec-

tions of those nodes, namely Steiner Tr.ees.

Although the database graph tends to contain hundreds oï even thousands of

nodes, the nodes explicitly mentioned in a query tend be close to each other-, since

they are semantically related. The distributed algorithm is particularly well suited

for this application because it is able to exploit this locality. Most of the nodes that

are far away from the nodes to be connected will not be involved in the computation

at all.

1-.6 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews several previous

approaches to database interface, including folmal query language, form-based in-

tet-face, glaphical user intelface, and natulal language user inter-face. Chapter. 3

presents the overview of obvious abduction, and framework of the system architec-

tule of the system. Chapter 4 gives more details of the system implementation.
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It is also concerned with the intelnal representation of domain knowledge networl<

and a SQL translator which transforms the found Steiner Trees to SQL statements.

Chapter 5 will summarize the overall contribution and suggest further r-esearch.

L.7 Example Databases

Fol the pulposes of this thesis, we will take the examples fi'om two databases: one is

called the "company business database", the other is the "employee database". The

semantic interpretation of the databases is fairly self-expianatory. The "company

database" has the information on what products a customer has ordered, what

parts a product uses, and what parts a supplier provides. The "employee database"

stores the information of employee, such as an employee's personal data, the pr-oject

he/she works on, and so on.

The table company contains information about the companies who do business

with this company (the owner of the database). The customer and supplier are

subclasses of company. The suppliers are the companies from whom this company

buys parts. The customers are the companies to whom this company sells products.

A company may be both a customer and a supplier. The table order contains the

incoming orders of ploducts sent to the customers. The table supply contains the

outgoing orders of parts from the suppliers. The table product contains all the

ploducts. The table part contains all the parts. The table use specifies which part

is used in which product.

The schema of the "business" database are as follows (the fields in bold font ar.e

key fields):
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company(cno, name, address, phone);

customer(cno, credit) ;

supplier(cno, reliability) ;

product(pno, name, cost);

part(part-no, name, color, description);

order(cnor pro, quantity);

supply(part-no, cno, cost) ;

use(part-no, pno);

The schema of the "employee" database are as follows:

employee(SIN, Name, Bdate, Sex, Address, Salary, supervision, dno);

department(dnumber, name, mgrsin, mgrstartdate);

project(pnumber, name, dnum);

works-on(SIN, pnumber, hours) ;

manage(SIN, dnurnb er) ;

worksJor(SIN, dnumber) ;

11



Chapter 2

Previous Approaches to l)atabase

Interfaces

This chapter reviews several previous approaches to database interfaces. In 1.2.1

and 7.2.2 we have discussed the two most widely used formal query languages. The

other interfaces arc form-b¿sedintelf ace, graphical user interface (GUI) and natural

languag e interface (NLI).

2.! Form-based Interface

In form-based interfaces, pre-defined forms consisting of fields ale used. The user'

fills the known fields, and the system completes the remaining fields by querying the

underlying database. A usel wishing to learn the manager of an employee named

"Smith" could fill in the pre-defined form "Employee Information Form" as

shown in Figure 2.1 on the left. The system should respond by filling the remaining

fields as shown in Figure 2.I on the right.

t2
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Employee Information Form

Bmployee: Smith Employee Smith

Department: Department sales

Phone: Phone 1516

Manager: Manager Baker

Figure 2.1: An Example of the Pre-defined Form

Figure 2.2: TabIe skeleton

A more powerful method is called Query By Erample(eBE)[t0]. eBE is a

language developed at IBM Research. It is intended to provide a convenient and

unified way to query, update, define and control a lelational database. The gener.al

level of the language resembles that of SQL but has been designed for use with a

visual display terminal. It has a two-dimensional syntax. Each operation in QBE is

specified using one or more tables; each such table is built up on the display screen,

with some parts being supplied by the system and others by the user.

To query the database using QBE the user first select one or more relations by

filling in the relation names in the table skeletons. Bach of the table skeleton is a

gr-aphical representation of a relation, as shown in Figule 2.2. The user does not

have to lemember the names of attributes or relations, because they are displayed

as palt of these skeletons. The user then fills in the blanks with domain var-iables

and attributes, using the scleen editor'. The variables are the same as used in

lelational calculus except that they are usually typical elements in the domain

pleceded by underscoles. The prefix "P." is used to indicate that the values of a

EMPLOYEtr Address SuperSsn
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EMPLOYEE Name Ssn Bdata Address Sex Salaly SuperSsn Dno

-Na -Addl -Dn

DEPARTMENT DName DNUMBtrR MGRSSN MGRSTARTDATE

Research -Dn

!'igure 2.3: An example query in QBE

palticular column are to be retrieved, whele P stands for Print. Figure 2.3 shows

what a typical QBE query looks like. The query is "List the name and address of

all employees who work fol the 'Research' depaltment".

This approach is appealing in that forms are a common communication medium.

Paper forms have been used extensively in ofices. Most people can easily fill out

forms and can also design forms of their own. Greenblatt and Waxman [13] com-

pared the ease of using QBE, SEQUEL (SQL), and relational algebra. The study

favors QBE over the other two. Howeveï, as far as logical navigation is concerned,

users of QBE ale still responsible for specifying the access paths. The gr-aphic tools

facilitate browsing the relations and attlibutes, and make the navigation easier-.

2.2 Graphical ÏJser fnterface

Graphical user interfaces plovide visual and direct opelations on tables and r.ela-

tions. The intelface is intuitive and easy to use. End-usels do not have to under-

-Addr

Figure
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stand SQL in order to be productive. The user first selects the database tables to be

used in the query. Each selected table appears on the screen as a frame consisting

of attribute-slots. The user can then fill in attribute slots, and join attributes acr-oss

the various frames. Figure 2.4 shows a GUI in GeL(Graphical euery Language)

[9]. As in GQL, the GUI adopts a click-and-drag style. By clicking, a user chooses

the data objects colresponding to the table he/she wishes to retrieve, specifies the

information he/she wishes to retrieve from that table. By dialog box he/she refines

the queries by adding join conditions, qualifications, or restrictions. In Figur e 2.4,

the bottom frame shows how to define join condition; the right frame shows how to

choose intelested attlibutes; and the top frame shows the overall tables and their.

relationships.

2.3 lr{atural Language Fbont-end

Natulal Language Processing(NlP) has long been a major research goal in Artificial
Intelligence. The Natural Language Interface(NlI) is one of the most important

applications of natural language processing. The advantage of natural language

intelface is obvious. A sophisticated natural language system would require little
or no learning on the part of the user. He or she would simply sit down at a terminal

and "ask" the database various questions.

Natural language interfaces to database usually consist of a natural language

component and a database access component. Questions enter-ed in natur.al lan-

guage would be tlanslated into a statement in formal quer-y language. Once the

statement is unambiguously formulated, the quely would be processed by the data-

base management system to produce the required data. Figure 2.5 shows the basic

components of a typical natural language interface. The bottom box is the database
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Figure 2.4: An example of GUI

access component; the top box is the natural language component. In the top box,

there are three sub-components: understanding component, generation component

(most system takes database output directly), and a knowledge base.

The approaches to natural language interfaces can roughly be categorized as

follows:

Language through multiple choices In this approach, whenever there is am-

biguity in user's input the system displays the available options to the user', who

chooses from among those options. RBNDBZVOUS [8] is a typical example. Ii
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. -- Understandino - ,(")
'--- Componêîl ,--/---__--

/lGeneration
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Knowledge Base
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Application Task

Comput¡ng Environment
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Figure 2.5: Components of a Natural Language Interface

engages the user in a "clarification dialogue" and gradually constructs the user's

request. Such dialogues help to extend the linguistic coverage of a natural language

system in that they allow the system to enhance its linguistic capabilities in con-

sultation with the user'. Unfortunately, they can turn a simple request (from the

user''s point of view) into a tedious and lengthy discussion with the system.

Pattern-matching Some of the ear'ly NLIs relied on pattern-matching tech-

niques to answer the user's queries. A pattern-matching system usually has some

rules, and actions under each lule. For example, assuming Figure 2.6 holds infor--

mation about companies, we could have these rules:
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Company Address Phone

IBM 111 One IBM Plaza. MA 01851 (e00) 1 23-4567

MicroSoft 981 One MicroSoft Way, WA 91851 (e00)e67-4321

Figure 2.6: An Table Example

pattern: ... ttaddress" ... < companyiame )
action: submit the SQL statement

select address
from company-table
where company-table.name : <companyname>

pattern: ... "address" ... "company"
action: submit the SQL statement

select company,address
from company-table

The first rule says if a user's request contains the word "address" followed by a

company's name, the system will locate the row which contains the company name.

For example, if user typed "what is the address of IBM?", the system would use

the first rule. The same rule works for "Print the address of IBM", "Could you tell

me the address of MicroSoft?", etc.

The second rule should handle all the cases that the user's request contains word

"address" followed by wold "company". For-example, it wilt report all companies

and their addresses for "what is the addless of each company?", "List the addresses

of all companies", etc.

The main advantage of the pattern-matching approach is its simplicity: no par-s-

ing and interpretation modules ale needed, and the systems are easy to implement.

However, the shallowness of the pattern-matching approach would often lead to
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S

QUERY
SHIP_PROPERTY

SHIP-PROP
SHIP

SHIP.NAME

SHIP2
SHIP3

SHIPTYPE
COUNTRYS
LOCATION

Figure

QUERY SHIP-PROPERTY of SHIP
what is I tell me
the SHIP-PROPI SHIP-PROP
speedllengthltyp"
the SHIP-NAME I the fastest SHIP2
Kennedy I Kitty Hawk 

I

Constellation | ...
COUNTRYS SHrP3 | SHrP3
SHIPTYPE LOCATTON I SHIPTYPE
carrier lsubmarine | ...
American lBritish lRussian | ...
in the Mediterranean I in the Atlantic 

I

Semantic grammar in LADDtrR system

+
+

L.t.

bad failures. For example, if some words have different meanings in some contexts,

the system will give strange answers.

Sernantic grammars The above approach works when only a restricted number

of statements makes sense to the system, but as the number of things that users

may need to say increases, it becomes less and less practical.

A semantic grammar, like any othel grammar, consists of a set of rewrite r-ules,

where the nonterminal symbols ar-e semantic entities such as ship, ship-property,

location etc., rathel than syntactic entities such as verb, noun, noun phrase, elc.

Figure 2.7 show a simplified fragment of a semantic grammar used in the LADDER

system [17]. PLANES [35], and SOPHiE [5] are also well-known semantic grammar

based natural language interfaces.

In semantic grammar systems, the question-answering is done by parsing the

input and mapping the parse tree to a database quely. The grammar''s categor-ies

do not necessalily correspond to syntactic concepts. Since the semantic information

about the knowledge domain is hard-wired into the semantic glammar, its categories

are usually chosen to enforce semantic constraints. They can also be chosen to
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S + NPVP
NP =+ Det N
Det + "what"|"which"

N + "lock" | "specimen" | "magnesium" | "radiation" | "light" IVP =+ VN
V + "contains" | "emits"l ...

Figure 2.8: A Simple Syntactic Grammar

facilitate the mapping from the parse tree to database objects. Semantic grammars

are useful when only a relatively small subset of a whole language needs to be

recognized, but they do not capture much of the syntactic regularity of the language.

As they are expanded to deal with larger and larger pieces of the language, they

tend to get much larger and much more complex. Also a new semantic grammar

has to be written whenever the NIL is configured for a new domain since semantic

grammars contain hard-wired grammars about a specific domain.

Syntactic grammars To capture as much of the regularity of the language as

possibie in the lules used to understand it, the syntactic regularity of the language

used must be captured. Several techniques are available for conducting the syntactic

parsing. In 1970s, the most often used method was ATN (Augmented Transition

Network), as in LUNAR [37] and ROBOT [16].

Befole 1980, it was widely accepted that human language cannot be effectively

captuled by context-fi'ee rules alone. Gazdal in his Generalized Phrase Structure

Grammar[12] has shown that unbounded dependencies, which were believed. unex-

pressible by context-free rules, can be elegantly treated by context-free glammaïs.

Figure 2.8 shows an over-simplistic grammaï in a LUNAR-like system. It says

that a sentence (S) consists of a noun phrase (NP) followed by a verb phr-ase (VP)

A noun phlase consists of a determiner (Det) followed by a noun (N). A determiner
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may be "what" or "which".

Syntax-based NLI usually interface to appiication-specific database systems,

that provide database query languages carefully designed to facilitate the mapping

fr-om the parse tree to the database query. It is usually difficult to devise mapping

rules that will transform directly the parse tree into some expression in a real-life

database query language(e.g SQL).

Therefore the problem with syntax based approach is that it is fragile and in-

flexible. It is not easily adaptable to quasi-grammatical or abbreviated utterances.

It is also unclear whether a satisfactory domain-independent semantics can be sup-

plied. On the other hand semantic grammars and their like are much less fragile,

and much more flexible. But, they are significantly more expensive to produce and

to use. Also, they must be recreated for each new domain.

Principle-Based Parsing Both syntactic and semantic parsing are so-calle d rule

based palsing. As mentioned above, a lule-based parser has lestrictions: it is too

inflexible, too specific, too fragile, too hard to maintain; and furthermore, adding

a few more rules ale inadequate fol a real-world problem. Many research groups

have demonstrated that thousands of rules are not enough for a real-world problem,

evoking doubts about whether traditional rules are really the right representation

for expressing linguistic competence [3].

Princi,ple-bøsed palsing replaces large set of rules used to parse sentence with a

much smallel, fixed set of parameter-ized, universal principles. It is not like tradi-

tional parsing that relies on many of individual, Ianguage-particular- rules, exem-

plified by augmented transition network(ATN) or most systems based on context

free grammars(CFG). It repairs the following defects:
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. a partially well-formed sentence,

o pre-program rules for dialect variant,

o rewriting rules for other languages, and

o a rule set which is too large.

In contrast to rule-based parsing, a principle-based approach aims to reconstruct

the vocabulary of grammatical theory in such a way that surface and language-

palticular constructions from the interactions of a small set of primitive elements.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the difference. The top half of the figure shows a conventional

lule-based approach. Each sentence type is desclibed by a different rule. The

bottom half of the figure shows a principle-based approach. Sentence types are

derived from a small set of more fundamental principles that deductively interact

to yield the effect of constructions. Naturally, no single principle accounts for all

variations in a language. It is the interaction that matters.

Government-Binding(GB) Theory [14] provides the principle set for.natural lan-

guage palsing. This theoly includes:

o the X-Bar Theory which describes the bar shapes allowed in a language.

o the Theta Criterion which dictates that every verb must discharge its the-

matic arguments - its placeholders that flesh out who did what to whom.

the Case Filter which says that

A case is an attlibute of a noun

by the noun.

p,r-onounced noun phrase must receive a case.

that indicates the type of position occupied

the Binding Theory which spells out how pr-onouns may be related to their

antecedents in certain configurations.
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Figure 2.9: Rule-based Constluction and Principle-based Constr.uction
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the Movement Principle which says basically that any phlase can be movecl

anywhere.

Given a candidate structure of a sentence, principles can be used to determine

whether it is an illicit structure. If a structure satisfies all the principles, the

sentence is a glammatical one. If thele are multiple candidate structur.es that all

satisfy the principles, then that sentence is syntactically ambiguous.

fntermediate representation languages Some NLIs first transform the natu-

ral language question into an intermediate logical query, expressed in some internal

meaning representation languages. The intermediate logical query expresses the

meaning of the uset's question in terms of high level world concepts, which ar-e

independent of the database structure. The logical query is then translated into an
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expression in the database's query language, and evaluated against the database.

MASQUE [20] is a natural language query interface for database. The system,

a descendant of Qarren and Pereira's CHAT-8O [36], transforms written English

questions into Prolog-like queries, called logical query language. It is roughly a

subset of Horn logic that can be used to express the meaning of a large set of

English. MASQUtr/SQL then extends the system with the translation component

which can map those intelmediate queries to SQL. For instance, the question "what

is the salary of each technician" will generate the MASQUE logical query:

answer( [Salary, Person] ) :-

is -technician ( Person),

salary -of ( S alary, Person) .

Difficulties in NLI Although there has been tremendous pr.ogress in recent

yeaÌs, the ultimate goal of cleating machines that can interact in a facile man-

nel with people remains far off, awaiting both imploved information-processing

algorithms and alternative computing architectures. Here we discuss a number.of

issues in the design of natural language systems.

Habitability Having adequate habitability means allowing user to present the

request in natulal language sentences that come leadily and comfortably to mind.

A highly restlicted subset of English is merely anothel formal language to learn.

Natural languages featule lich syntactical structures, which render a great

amount of difficulty fol computers to understand. A partial list of hundreds of vari-

ations of a simple query: "What are the salalies of female employees?" is shown

in [18]. A syntax based approach has to cover all the sentence patterns for the
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interface to be habitable. Providing access to a breadth of functionality through a

wide variety of linguistic constructions requires that the natulal language front-end

be considerably sophisticated.

Adaptability It is widely accepted that any natural language interface to data-

base must contain and use the knowledge about the domain with which the database

is concerned. This domain knowledge serves a wide valiety of functions throughout

palsing, interpretation, and translation of natural language questions into data-

base queries. Transferring this knowledge from one domain to another is one of

the greatest difficulties in natural language system design. It is very difficult for

non-linguists to provide linguistic information about a new domain. Hundreds or

even thousands of new database-specific words must be identified and lepresented

before the interface becomes useful. The structulal information about the database

must also be provided. This, unfortunately, often creates what is known as the IútrP

Wall. The essence of the problem is this: the very pulpose of a natural language

intelface is to access the database without worlying about syntax of query language

and the underlying database management system, but building ihis intelface incur-s

the need of expertise in computational linguistics which is even more expensive and

difficuli to obtain.

2.4 IJniversal Relations

The universal lelation appÌoach [21,27] provides a user-view that the database

is a universal lelation which consists of all the attributes in any of the r^elation

of the database. The user is thus spared memorizing details concerning which

attributes are grouped with which to form relation schemes. For example, query
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(A) on page 5 is formulated in System/IJ, a universal relation system developed at

Standford University, as follows:

retrieve(part, par.tcost) where par-tcolour:,,blue"

The universal relation systems implicitly make the following assumptions that

must be satisfied by the application for the universal lelation model to be adequate

fol the application.

Unique Role Assumption Each attribute in the universai relation plays only

one role' For example, an attribute nanne cannot stand for names of employ-

ees, customer-s, and suppliers in the same universal relation scheme. Essen-

tially, this requirement forces the database designer to embed access path in

attribute names.

Unique Relationship Assumption For every set X of attributes there is a basic

relationship that the user has in mind. The user's queries refer to these basic

relationships rather than to the underlying database. We refer to this basic

relationship as the connection on X, denoted bV [X].

Query answering in Universal Relation consists of two steps:

7. Binding" Construct the connection [X] for the set X of attributes mentioned

in the quely.

2' Eaaluation: Whatever operations must be applied to answer the query are

then applied to [X].

The evaluation phase is independent of the binding phase and generally straight

folward. The key problem is how to compute the connection [X]. In eariier- im-

plementations of Universal Relation [1], ihe connection lX] is computed by taking
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the natulal join of all the relations in the database (The relations can be joined

completely by introducing tuples with null values), and then project them onto X.

This approach requires the database scheme be acyclic.

Maier and Ullman [26] demonstrated the deficiency of the acyclicity requirement.

They furthel explained how the concept of maximal objects wili allow for cyclic

relational schemes. In their appr-oach, an object is a computed relation leplesenting

a meaningful (acyclic) connection between all its attributes. A maximal object is an

object contained in no other object. They are predefined by the database designer

and remain static thloughout.

Given a query, with X being the set of attributes in it, the conneciion [X] is

computed as follows:

1. find all the maximal objects that contain all the attributes in X.

2. If there are no such X, then [X] is empty. If there is one such maximal objects,

then lX] is the projection of the natural join of all the objects that make it

up. If there are several such maximal objects, we first take the natural join

for each maximal object, project onto the attributes in X, and then take the

union of the results.

Although Universal Relation is believed by many researches to be the most

plomising approach of ploviding easier- access to database systems [33], it suffers

from a number of problems:

o The Unique Role Assumption often leads to a proliferation of unintuitive

attribute names.

o Although ii is reasonable to assume that the usel has the basic connection

in mind when posing a query, the basic connection between two or more
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attributes often depends on the context. In the universal relation approach,

the connections are predefined through maximal objects.



Chapter 3

Llnderstanding Query by

Abduction

3.1 Abductive reasonittg

Finding explanations for properties, events and actions is one of the most important

aspects of natural language understanding. We make inferences from the observed

states, events and actions to the goals of the chalacters described in the text. Re-

cently, abduction has been glowingly lecognized as one of the plomising inferences

to explanation.

The philosopher C.S. Peirce [29] defined abduction as the pïocess of finding the

best explanations for a set of observations; that is, inferring causes from effects. It
is a kind of non-deductive infelence that falls into the following pattern:

let a and B be two sentences,

29
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Given t --+ p

and 0

Infer a, because, if a is ftue, B would be explained.

Abduction, together with deduction and induction, are the three basic forms

of inference. Aithough it is not known as widely as the others, it has shown its

promising prospects in many different AI research areas, such as natur-al language

understanding, diagnosis, and plan recognition. To undelstand natural language by

abduction is to perform abductive reasoning in syntactic, semantic, and discourse

analysis. The task of understanding is viewed as finding the structural relationships

between unstructured inputs. That is, to understand is to seek the best explanation

of how the inputs are coherently related. From this abductive perspective, the goal

of the parser is to explain how the words in a sentence are structured according

to syntactic lelationships; the goal of the semantic interpretation is to find the

semantic relationships among the content words in a sentence; the goal of discourse

analysis is to show how the events mentioned in the sentences fit together to for-m

a coherent plan.

3.2 Obvious abduction

Although the abductive formulation of natulal language understanding tasks r.e-

sults in significant simplifications [19], the computational complexity of abductive

infelence presents a serious problem. Lin ploposed and plototyped a soiution to

this problem, called obuious abduction[22].

Obvious abduction is a model of abductive inference that covers the kinds of

abductive inferences people perform without apparent effort, such as parsing, pian

30
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recognition, and diagnosis. Obvious abduction uses a network to represent the

domain knowledge. In the proposed abductive diagnosis, the nodes in the causal

network represent events, which ar-e the presence of symptoms, disorders or inter-

mediate states; the links represents causal relationships between events. In plan

recognition, the nodes in a plan hierarchy represent event types, subgoals as well

as an ultimate goal. The links represent structural relationship among the plan

types such as decomposition. Many tasks in natural language understanding can

be viewed as abductive reasoning. These include both low-level tasks such as wor-l<

sense disambiguation and high-level tasks such as discourse understanding. In syn-

tactical parsing, the nodes represents the syntactical units, such as subjects and

verbs; while the links represent the dominance relationships between the words.

The common theme in obvious abduction applications can be summarized as

follows: the domain knowledge is represented by a network, whose nodes repr-esent

the objects and the links in the network replesent the stluctural and taxonomic

lelationship between the objects. Observations correspond to nodes in the network

annotated with a set of attlibutes. An explanation of the observations is a gener-

alized subtree of the network that connects all the observations. This connection is

a coherent set of relationships between the observations; therefore, it explains how

they are related.

To find the all the explanations of given obselvations, Lin presented a generic

message passing algorithm. In this algorithm, the nodes in the network are also

computing agents which communicate by sending messages. Each message contains

an item. An item consists of the subset of observations, an attribute assignment,

and a set of features.

31

Definition 3.2.L (Item) An i,tem is a triple: 10,V,F>, where O i,s the subset
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of the obseruat'ions to be erqtlained, V is an attribute assignrnent, and F is a set of

features. We call O, V, and F the O-cornponent, V-component, and F-cornponent

of the item respectiuely.

The features represent the relations between nodes, such as the causal r-elationships

in diagnosis and the decomposition in plan recognition. The messages are passed in

the reverse direction of the links in the network. An item at a node means that the

observation in the item can be explained as features of an object that satisfied the

description of that node with assigned attributes. As a result, the items represent

partial explanations of the observations. The partial explanations are combined at

the nodes to generate explanations fol larger subset of observation. The node then

sends out combined new messages until at some nodes the observation set covers all

of the observations. The message passing plocess stops when no further messages

are being sent and the explanations can then be retrieved from the network by trac-

ing the origins of the messages whose observation set contains all the observations.

The consistency of the explanations is guaranteed by the enforcement of constr.aints

during the passing process.

To apply obvious abduction to database query understanding, we use the E-R

diagram or database graph as the knowledge base. When querying the database) we

submit a query in English. There are some words or phrases that relate the values

or entities in the database. We isolate these words/phrases and map them onto

the nodes in the database graph. The abductive inference algorithm can be used

to find a a genelalized subtree of the network that connects all the obser-vations.

The quely access paths are obtained from the connection tree. Since, in gener-al,

several alternative connections may be possible, the shortest connection, which has

the minimum total length, is used to resolve the ambiguity. The understanding of
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queries in natural language is well-fitted for the obvious abduction.

3.3 Knowledge Base and E-FÙ Diagram

There at'e many formalisms to represent database schemes by graphs, such as

Bntity-Relationship Model [6], Semantic Database Model (SDM) [1b], Semantic

Association Model (SAM*) 1371, etc. These models serve primarily as database

schema design tools. In this thesis, we take advantage of these models that encour--

age a more navigational view of data relationships.

The Entity-Relationship(tr-R) diagram is a high-tevel conceptual data model.

It is used mainly as a tool during the process of database design [10]. It is one of

the best domain knowledge sources fol us to understand the database.

The basic object in E-R diagram is an entity, which is a "thing" in the r-eal

wolld. An entity may exist physically -an employee- or conceptually - a job.

A database usually contains a group of entities which are similar. Such similar

entities define an entity type. Each entity is an instance of the entity type. For

convenience, \¡/e use the term "entity" to lefer entity type and "entity instance" to

refel entity in this thesis.

Each entity is described by an entity name and a list of propelties, called ¿ú-

tributes. For example, an entity with name employee may have attributes "name",

"u8"", "addtess", and so on. A particular entity instance will have a aalue for each

of its attributes. For example, an instance of entity employee could have the fol-

lowing values: the name is John Smith; the age is 55; the address is 5500 Por.tage

Ave.

An entity usually has an attribute whose values are distinct f¡om other individ-

J,)
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ual instances. Such an attlibute is called the key attribute or simply key and its
values can be used to uniquely identify an instance. The "social Insurance Num-
ber" can be used as the key of the entity ,,employee,' because each person has a

unique value for this attribute.

Each attribute is associated with a ualue range or d,omain, which specifies the
set of values that may be assigned to that attribute for an instance. For example,
the range of "Age" of an employee could be between 18 and 20. The range of Name
can be a set of strings of alphabetic characters.

In addition to entities, a databases typically also contains relationships among
the entities. A relationship type R among n entity types Et,Ez,...,En is a set

of associations 11 ¡r¡...¡rm among entity instances from these types. Each of the
entity Et,Ez,...,En is said ro participate in the relationship R. similarly, we use

"relationship" to refer the relationship type and "relationship instance,, to refer
each r¿ in R. For example, consider a relationship woRKS-FoR between the two
entity EMPLOYEE and DBPARTMENT, which associates each employee with the
department for which the employee works. Each relationship instance associates

one employee instance and one department entity instance.

The degree of a relationship is the number of participating entities. Hence
the WORKS- FOR relationship is of degree two. Such degree r-elationship is called
binary relationship. An example of relationship of degree greater than 2 is supplier.-
supply-part-ploject, lepresenting the relationship where a supplier- can supply dif-
ferent parts for different projects.

Each entity that participates in a relationship plays a particula r role in the
Ìelationship. We use the tetm role no.n-Le to signifies the role that a participating
entity plays. Usually the role name is highly associated with the participating
entity but it is not necessarily the same. Sometimes it is hard to come up with a

34
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role name' The role name is not necessary in most cases) except when the entityparticipates in a 
'elationship more than once in different 

'ores. such a case is arsocalled recursiae' For example, a sUPERVISION relationship relates a employee anda supervisor where both employee and supervisor are the same entity BMpLoyEE.
Thus we give EMPLOYBE two different role names for its different participation,
supervisor and supervisee.

Relationships usually have certain constraints that limit ihe possible combina-
tions of entity instances participaiing. The most frequently occurring constraint iscalled cardinality ratio that specifies the number of rerationship instances that anentity can participate. The cardinality ratios are annotated as 1:1, 1:N, M:N. For.example' if we know an employee can only manage one department, then the r.e_lationship MANAGE is 1:1; many employees may work for one department, sowoRKS-FoR is N:1; the rerationship woRK-oN is M:N if we know an em_ployee can work on severar pRoJECTs and that severar emproyees can work onone project.

In E-R diagrams, the graphical representation of E-R models, entities are rep-resented by rectangles, relationships a.e Ìepresented by diamonds and attributes
are ÌepÌesented by ovals' The entities that participate in a relationship set areindicated by arcs which connect the entities to the relationship. Arcs are arso usedto indicate an attribute belongs to which entity set or relaiionship set. The E_Rdiagram of the "emproyee" database is shown in Figure 3.1.

An Enhanced E-R d,iagram(EE-R) is an E-R diagram with additionar conceptsof specialization, generarization, and inheritance. In many cases, an entity hasnumerous additional subgroupings of its entities that are meaningfur and need tobe represented explicitly because of their significance to the database application.
For example, in the "company business,, database the member of ,,company,, 

may
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be further grouped into "customer" and "supplier". The set of entities in each of the
latter groupings is a subset of the entities that belong to the ,,company,, 

, meaning
that every entity instance that is ,,customer,, or ,,supplier,, is also a ,,company,,.
we call each of the subgroupings a subcrassof "company,,, and. ,,company,, 

is ca¡ed
the supercløss fo' each of these subclasses. we call the relationship between a
superclass and any one of its subclas ses a class/subclass relationship. An important
concept associated with subclasses is that of attribute inheritance. Because an
entity instance in the subclass represents the same real-world entity instance as the
superclass' it should possess values for its specific attributes as well as values of its
attributes as a member of the superclass. we say that a subcrass inheritsalr the
attributes of the superclass' The process of defining a set of subclasses is called

36
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--.- _/
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Figure 3.1: The E-R diagram of ,,employee,, 
database
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specializati'on. In the reverse process of abstraction, we suppress the differences
among several entities, identify their common features, and generalize them into
a single superclass. This plocess is leferred to generalization. Figure 3.2 shows
ihe Etr-R diagram of the "business" database. The superclass/class relationship is

t17r) I

i ', ( reliabilityt-..--.----------. __ _l customer i i supplier l'/ 
--=-- --

( credit ')--- t--- , - -i 
I 

-- ---l

í quantitv

Figule 3.2: The EB-R diagram of ,,company" 
database
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Iabeled with a "greater than" symbol. There ar-e many other notations to present

the detailed relationships between superclass and subclass in [10].

3.4 Queries and Query Graphs

Fol our purpose, we restrict ourselves to acyclic queries that only involve natural
joins and correspond to subtrees in the database graph.

Bernstein and Chiu[2] have shown how a query in the relational model can be

represented by a query glaph. In this thesis, a query graphis a connected subgraph

of a database graph. While not all propeï queries correspond to a single connected

subgraph, a query that corresponds to several disjoint subgraphs could safely be

regarded as a collection of independent queries that were submitted together. Based

on this observation) we may assume that only quelies that correspond to a single

connected subgraph are permitted.

The query corresponding to a query graph is a lelational expr-ession in which

the natural join of ali the entities and relationships adjacent in the query graph are

plojected onto the attributes in the query graph.

For example, consider the query:

38

display the reliabi,Iity of the suppliers of blue parts.

Its corresponrling query graph is shown in Figure 3.3. The

Select supplier. reliabitity, company. nane
From supplier, supplyr part, company
I'ihere company. cno = supplier. cno AND supplier. cno

AND supply.pno = part.pno AND part.color = ,

query in SQL is:

= supply. cno
'b1ue',

Note that different queries may cor'Ìespond to the same connected subgraph.
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I company
l.\

\/
, reliabilitv )- -..--- -..-, 

-.jsupplier --'----

-óotor-.-',1
:=-__---

Figure 3.3: An Query Graph Example

3.5 A Fþarne\ /ork for lJnderstanding Queries in

Natural Language

There are four major components in the system architecture: lexical analyzer-,

parser, semantic analyzer, and SQL translator. Figure 3.4 shows the system archi-

tecture.

3.5.1 Lexicon

The lexicon contains the mapping from the words to their semantic and/or syntac-

tic representations. It holds almost the same contents as the grammar part of a

ordinary dictionary, such as word categolies, and phrases. In addition, it plovides

the mapping between the words and the nodes in the E-R diagram.

We have constructed two lexicons in the system. One is the genelic lexicon,
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Lexical
Analyzer

Semantic
Analyzer

o
ûT
-Þ

dynamic
data

static
data

processing
module

Data flow

Figure 3.4: The System Architecture

which is the computational representation of syntactic definitions of each single

word; the other is domain dependent lexicon, which holds the correspondence be-

tween the wolds used in queries and the nodes in the E-R diagram. We have to

reconstruct the domain dependent lexicon for each new database scheme. The rea-

sons for two separate lexicons is to make the system easy to configure for different

domain application.

The domain dependent lexicon consists of two kinds of entries: metadata entlies

and data value entries. Metadata entries refer to attributes, entities or reiationships

in the database. Data values, on the other hand, appear as values in the database.

For instance) company, and order are metadata values, wheleas acme, and red

are data values. Metadata values are mapped onto the nodes which represent them

+0
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-ur"o I "i.to-"r I ¿u,u value
marco I supplier' I data value
ged I customer I data value

.ãto,.. I "år"r I -"tuduta
color lcolor lmetadata
order I order metadata
red I color I data value

Figule 3.5: An Excerpt from the Lexicon

in the graph. The data values ai-e mapped onto the nodes which lepresent the

domain to which they belong. For example, the corresponding node of company

is company and the corlesponding nodes of acrne are customer and suytytlier.

The lexicon is simply a list of triples composed of an entry word, the identifier

of the corr-esponding node and the data type. The data type specifies whether the

word is a data value or a metadata value. We note that a data value is considered

ambiguous if it may belong to more than one domain. An excerpt from the lexicon

of the sample database is shown in Figure 3.5

3.5.2 Lexical analyzer

The lexical analyzel takes English input from users and recognizes the sentence

boundaries by creating a set of lexical items which ale the internal representations

of words in a sentence. The power of the lexical analyzel depends on the system

lexicons.

Lexical rules are used to lecognize numbers, locations, names of persons and or-

ganizations that consist of multiple words. Only non-numerical data values appear

in the lexicon. We have one restriction on numeric values in queries: the domain
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of numerical values must be specified in the query. For example, quantitU : 3,

cost 115.00, etc.

The lexical analyzer recognizes the variations of the English words, such as -ing

forms, -ed forms, and plulal forms. Alihough the domain dependent lexicon holds

only the root forms, the lexicon can also be accessed by variations of a worci.

3.5.3 Principle based parser

The efficient parsing of natural language is one of the key issues of natural language

understanding. In Chapter 2.3, we have briefly compared lhe rule based parsing

and princi,ple-based parsing. Although there are many advantages of principle-based

grammars, such as the universality of principles and modularity of components in

the gr-ammar, plinciple-based palsers have not achieved the coverage and speed

of rule-based and unification-based parsers. This is largely due to the mismatch

between linguistic devices used in principle-based grammars and computational de-

vices available for the parser. In contrast, both rules and unification of structures

are well undelstood computational devices. Lin presented a principle-based parser

in [25]. The key idea of this par-ser is to provide computational models of linguistic

devices such as government, case-marking, ballier', eúc. These computation models

enables procedural interpretation of declalative principles more efficient than pre-

vious principle-based parsers. In fact, the parser is even more efficient than rule

and unification-based grammars with similar coverage[24].

Lin and Goebel [23] presented a message passing algorithm for parsing. The

algorithm constructs parse trees fi'om the bottom-up. The grammar is leplesented

by a network. The nodes in the network represent glammatical categories (e.g.,

NP, Nbar-, N) and subcategories, such as V:NP (transitive verb that takes an NP as

A .')
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adjunct-dominance
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specialization link
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->

speclfler-domlnance complement-dominance

Figure 3.6: A Portion of Grammar Network

complement). The links in the network replesent dominance relationships between

the categories.

Figure 3.6 showed a portion of grammal network for Government-Binding(GB)

Theoly. Input sentences are parsed by passing messages in the grammar networ-k.

The nodes in the netwolk ale computing agents. They communicate with each othel

by passing messages in the leverse direction of the links in the networl<. Each node

in the network has a local memory which stores a set of items. GB principles are

implemented as local and percolation constraints on the items. Local constraints

are attached to nodes in the network. All items at a node must satisfy the local

constraint of the node. Percolation constraints are attached to the links in the
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network. When an message can be sent across a link only if the item satisfy the

pelcolation constraint of the node.

The lesult of parsing is the parse trees. The nodes in the gr.-ammar network

represent categories. The nodes in a parse tree, on the other hand, are instances of

grammatical categories. Obviously not all parse trees ale subtrees of the grammar

network, since a parse tree may contain multiple instances of the same category.

However, a subtree that all the links that are adjacent to a single node in the parse

tr-ee must be a subtree of grammar network. Figure 3.7 shows the simplified parse

tlee of sentence "display the reliability of suppliers of blue parts". The complete

parse tree of this sentence by the parse is listed in Appendix B.
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3.5.4 Construct Query Graph by Abduction

From the lexical items, we have constructed parser trees. We use the same mes-

sage passing algorithm to construct query graph, i.e Steiner Tree or the sholtest

connection in graph theory terminology.

A lexical item corlesponds to a node in the E-R diagram, annotated with a

set of attlibute values. The nodes in the netwolk are computing agents. They

communicate with each othel by passing messages in the reverse dilection of the

links in the network. Each node in the network has a local memory which stoles a

set of items. An item is a triple that represents an explanation of a subset of the

observations:

(observation, attribute-val-ues, features), where

observation is an integer intelval [i,j] denoting the i'th to j'th word in the input

sentence.

attribute-val-ues specify attlibutes, including meta, datavalue, of the root word.

features represent a relationship between nodes. In our case they are the links

via which the item is passed. The initial feature set ale empty.

When a node leceives an item, it attempts to combine the item with items

fr-om other nodes to form new items. That is, the node combines several smallel

explanations into a larger one. Two items

<[ir,jr], A.1, F1) and <[i2,j2], 42, F2)

can be combined if

1. their observations are adjacent to each other: iz : jr*1.

2. their attribute values A1 and A2 are unifiable.
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The result of the combination is a new item:

<[it,jr], unify(A1, Ar), Ft U Fz).

The new items represent larger explanation resulted from combining two smaller'

ones. They are then plopagated further to other nodes if they satisfy the completion

predicate.

Each node has a completion predicate. If the attribute values of a message

satisfy the compietion predicate, the message is sent further to other messages.

Otherwise, the message waits to be combined with other messages at the node.

Filters can be attached to the links in the semantic network. A filter is a set of

conditions. A message can only pass through the filter if it satisfy those conditions.

When the message passing process stops, we can find the best explanation by

tlacing the origins of the messages that explain the lalgest number of observations,

i.e it covels all of the given lexical items in a query.

We summaúzelhe process as following steps.

46

Step 1: Lexical Look-up Look up

item fol each word. The lexical

where

all words in the lexicon and create a lexical

item

<[i,i], A >

[i,j] is an intelval denoting the position of the word in the sentence;

A is the attribute values of the word '

Step 2: Message Passing For each lexical item

<[i,i], A>

create an initial message <[i,j], A,Ø], the feature set is Ø. The message is

sent to the node that replesents the lexical item. When the node leceives
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initial messages, it may forward the message further to other nodes or com-

bine the message with messages from other nodes and send the results of

the combination further. A message passing process is then initiated. The

message passing process stops when there are no more messages being passed

around. At that point, the initial message for the next lexical item is fed into

the network.

Step 3: Construct Explanation The explanation of the input words aïe reple-

sented by messages at the node, whose observations component covers all

the wolds. These messages are descriptions of explanation, not explanation

themselves. However, the explanations can be letlieved by tracing the origins

of these messages.

Semantic disambiguity is achieved as a side effect of the sea'-ch for the best ex-

planation, i.e. we search the tree with minimum total length. Consider the quely

sentence:

"display the reli,abi,li,ty of suppliers of blue part"

By the lexicon mapping we get the following lexical items:

r <[0,0], reliability (metadata)> , node reliability

o <[1,1], supplier (metadata)>, node supplier

o <12,21, blue (datavalue)>, node color

e <[3,3], part (metadata)>, node part
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Four initial messages are cleated based on the above lexical items. They are

very similar to the lexical items:

o <[0,0], (reliability-metadala), Ø>

o <[1,1], (supplier-metadata), Ø>

o <12,2| (blue-datavalue), Ø>

o <[3,3], (part-metadata), Ø>

They are sent to their corresponding nodes as shown in Figure 3.8.

<[0,0], {}'

M

-'t')'

..1

( description )
-''

<[3,3],{}'

Figure 3.8: The lVodes Receiving Initial Messages

Some of the messages the passing algorithm creates are listed below:
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f . item <[0,0] {Ø}> is sent to node reliabili,ty and forwarded to node sup2tlier

as item <[0,0] {4}>, supply,, part,, and other nodes;

2. item <[1,1] {Ø}> is sent to node supplier and forward to other nodes. At

node supplier,iterrr <[0,0] {4}> combines item ([1,1] {Ø}> and forms item

<[0,1] {4}>. Item <[0,1] {4}> is forwarded to other nodes. At node supply,

item <[0,0] {6}> combines item <[1,1] {6}> and forms <[0,1] {6}> Figule

3.9 shows the messages and theil combinations.

+9

supplier

'\- )\ <[0,1],{4}>

ç-.o"i.=-rp <[0,0],{6}> <[1,1],{6}>

<[0,1],{6}>

<[0,0],{2e}> <[1,1 ],{2s}>
<[0,1],{29}>

Figure 3.9: Examples of Combined Messages

.). item <[2,2]

{2}>, node

<12,21 {2}>

{Ø}> is sent to node color and forwarded Lo supply as

partand other nodes. At node supply, item <[0,1] {6}
are combined to item <[0,2] {2, 6}>.

item <[2,2]

) and item
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4. item <[3,3] {Ø}> is sent to node partand forwarded to node supply as item

<[3,3] {2}> and others. At node supply, item <[0,2] {2,6}> and item <[3,3]

{2}> are combined to item <[0,3] {2,6}>. And this item covers all obser.-

vations and will be traced and lead to an explanation. The nodes and their-

stored messages are shown in Figure 3.10.

There are many other messages we do not list above. AIso there are many other

nodes at which message ale passed. Since they are disqualified by the shortest

length thleshold and we do not list them either..
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zÁ/a

) <[o,o], {}>

______ -iì
lì \\\.\

<[0,0],{4}> <[1,1],{}> <12,21,{25}> <[3,3],{25}>

25 <[0,1],{4}> <11,21,{25}> * .[1,3],{25}> .

\ <10,21,{4,25}> <[0,3],{4,25}>

<[0,0],{6}> <[1,1],{6}> <[2,2],{2}> <[3,3],{2}>

<[0,1],{6}> <[0,2],{2,6}> <[0,3],{2,6}>

<[1,2],{2,6}> " <[1,3j,{2,6}> "

29x3\
1

<[0,0],{29}> <[1, 1 ],{2e}> <12,21,{ol>

<[0, 1 ],{29}> <[0,2],{0,29}>

<[1,2],{0,29}> -

<[3,3],{}>

<[2,3],{0}>

<['r,3],{0,2e}> .

<[0,3],{0,29}>-=i--'.-
1 cotor )

<12,21,{l>

Figure 3.10: Messages Covering All Observations
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Integration with Syntax Previous approaches to semantic interpretation can

be classified as either one of the following:

Syntax-guided: Semantic structures are derived from a parse tree or palse tlee

fragments. The disadvantage of this is that the semantic analysis is critically

dependent upon the output of syntactic analysis and syntactic ambiguities

have to be lesolved befole semantic analysis.

Fbame-guided: Semantic interpretation is driven by instantiation of flames that

are triggered by keywords. The problem with this approach is that there is

no plincipled method for controlling the interaction of multiple frames that

may be triggered by the same word ol the same set of words. Furthe.,-mor-e,

this approach often lesults in complex frame definitions that ale difficult to

port to another domain.

We have not mentioned the syntactic constraints in the above discussion. There

is one syntactic constraint enforced in the message passing process: the connection

trees obtained by the semantic analyzer ar-e not arbitrary; they must be convex

with respect to the sequence of wolds in the sentence.

W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4

a. A convex tree b. A non-convex tree

Figure 3.11: Convex and Non-convex

Trees

5i

Definition 3.5.1

with respect to the

(Convexity) A tree connecti,ng a

sequence iff for any two elernents

sequence of elements 'is conaer

ui, uj (i < j) in the sequence,
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tree that dorninates both w¿ and w¡ must also dominate all the

u¿ and u¡.

tro
ttL

Figure 3.11 shows examples of a convex and a non-convex tree. Although the syntax

of different languages may be very different, they all seem to satisfy the convexity

constraint.

The semantic interpretation we implemented is syntax-constrained in the

sense that the semantic structure must be consistent with syntactic structure. The

notion of structural-consistency between semantic and syntactic structures is similar

to the structural-consistency between parse trees.

Definition 3.5.2 (Span) An i,nteger interaal li, jl is sai,d to be a span of a sentence

if there eri,sts a parse tree and a node n i,n the parse tree such that the i'th to j'th

word i,n a sentence i,s dominated exactly by a consecutiue subtrees of n.

Figure 3.12 shows the spans in a parse tree. The spans in a palse forest is the

unions of the spans in the trees in the forest.

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6

Spans: tl,2l tt,3l tl,61 t3,61 t4,sl t4,61

Figule 3.12: The spans in a sentence

Semantic intelpretation is based on:

Definition 3.5.3 (Structural-consistency Hypothesis) The spans 'in seman-

tic dependency structure are a subset of the spans in the parse forest.
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From a packed shared parse forest, we can derive all the allowable spans in a
sentence. During the message passing process, the messages are combined by a

node only if the span of their combination is an allowable span according to the

parse forest.

\l:!y

rehablllty \
¡" \.

10,01

suppliers

ll,il
.i

blue

12,21 13,31

Figure 3.13: The Syntactic Constraints in Message

itrg

Pass-

Let us examine the example of query "display the reliability of suppliers of blue

palts" again. If we get lid of those words unlelated to database items and the

details of intermediate non-terminals, the parse tree shown in Figure 3.7 can be

simplified as Figure 3.13. The final query graph is shown in Figure 3.3. The spans

in the Figure 3.13 are [0,3], [1,3], [2,3]. During the message passing process, item

12,21 wlll be forwarded by node part to node supply, item [1,1] witl reach node supply

as well. Since [1,2] is not a span, item [1,1] and iterr_ 12,2] will not be unified to

folm a new item [1,2]. However, the stored item [2,3] will unify with item [1,1] to

form the new item [1,3] since it is a span. The syntax constraints will eliminate a

lalge number of incompatible items during the message passing process. The items

marked with "*" in Figure 3.10 ale not created.

It(Jù
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|trote the convexity constraint is a special case of the structural-consistency

hypothesis, i.e. the parse tree is assumed to be a flat structure, where the categoly

S (sentence) immediately dominates all the words(Figure 3.14). This means that

any interval li, jl is an allowable span. The parse tree imposes no constlaints on

the semantic structure.

S

^

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6

Figure 3.14: A flat tree.

3.5.5 SQt Tlanslator

The query graphs can be translated into SQL statements. The translation is based

on the mapping from E-R diagram to database schema (i.e relations ol tables).

Some theories have been developed to choose "good" schemas, that is, to measule

folmally why one set of glouping of attributes into a table may be better than

another. The theory is called functional de2tendency. The criteria include nolmal

form, update anomalies, spurious tuples, and so on. Here we assume that the E-R

diagram we used is adopted from the database design expert; that is, the grouping

of attributes and the design of entity relations are appropriate. Therefore, we can

derive all of the tables of a database from its E-R diagram.

Here we plesent a mapping from E-R diagram to tables adopted from [10]. The

author also gives the mappings to other implementation models such as netwolk,

and hielar-chical models. Many CASE (Computel Aided Software Bngineering)

tools are based on E-R model to automatically convert the E-R diagram into a
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relational database schema.

1. For each regular entity type E in the E-R schema, we create a relation R

that includes all the attributes of E. We choose one of the key attributes of

E as primary key for R.

Fol each binary 1:1 relationship type R in the B-R schema) we identify the

relations S and T that correspond to the entity types participating in R. We

choose one of the relations, say S, and include as foreign key in S the plimar-y

key of T. It is better to choose an entity type with total participation in R in

the role of S. We include all the attributes of the 1:1 relationship type R as

attributes of S.

For each regulal binaly 1:N relationship type R, we identify the relation S

that represents the participating entity type at the N-side of the relationship

type. We includes as foleign key in S the primaly key of the r-elation T that

represents the other entity type participating in R; this is because each entity

instance on the N-side is related to at most, one entity instance on the 1-side

of the relationship type.

Fol each binaly M:N lelationship type R, we cleate a new lelation S to rep-

resent R. We include as foleign key attributes in S the primary keys of the

relations that represent the participating entity types; their combination will

form the primary key of S. We also include any attributes of the M:N r-ela-

tionship type as attributes of S.

Convert each specialization with m subclasses Sr,5r,..., S^ and (generalized)

superclass C, where attributes of C ale k,ar,...,anand k is the (primary) key,

into relation schemas using the following procedure: Create a relation L fol C

tJtJ

2.

t
t).

4.

5.
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with attributes k, a7¡...¡ 4,,, and primary key pk(L) : k. Also create a r.elation

L¿ for each subclass ^9¿, 1 < i 1 *, with the attributes k U attributes of .9¿

and pk(L) : k.

From the above steps we learn that the some of relationship types (1:1 and 1:N)

are not represented explicitly(i.e. they are not directly mapped to tables); instead,

they are repr-esented by having two attributes A and B, one a primary key and

the other a foreign key included in two relations S and T. Two tuples in S and T

are related when they have the same value for A and B. By using the BQUIJOIN

(or NATRUALJOIN) operation over S.A and T.B, we can combine all pairs of

lelated tuples from S and T and materialized the relationship. For a M:N binary

relationship type, two join operations are needed.

To make the translation algorithm consistent and simple, we provide those miss-

ing 1:1 and 1:N lelationship by creating temporary relation schema. This tempoÌaÌy

relations ale called uiews in SQL. Here is how we create them: Fol each binaly 1:1

and l:N relationship type R in the E-R diagram, S and T are the participating

entities, cleate relation R with both plimary keys of S and T as its attributes.

There are several types of entity, relationship, and attribute that we do not

include in the above steps: they are n-ary relationship types, weak entity type

and multi-valued attributes. Note n-ary relationship can be decomposed into 1:N,

1:1 or M:N relationship. With those temporary relation schemas, we treat weak

entity types the same as the regular entity type. The multivalued attributes can

be avoided by adding an extra relationship(l:N) and an extra entity.

The rules of translation are shown in Figure 3.15. The different cases of nocle

connections are listed on the left; the transiator's actions are listed on the right.

bb
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3.6 Query Examples

Recall the "company" E-R diagram. The following are some simple queries executed

on the system.

Example 3.6.1 List the products ordered by marco?

node mapping : ploduct, order, company

ùt

,//
,tt

(' attribute 
-')

,/

--'_^-_--
..---relationship -)''\ 2-_-\-

Y/

attribute )

append entity/relatioship to From
if attribute is "meta-data"

append attribute to Select
else

append entity.attribute="value" to Where

I

entity append entity to From
append entity.key=relationship.key to Where

append entityl, entityz to From
append entity 1.key=entity2.key

t .^
I enfityz
L ___

From, Select, and Where are text buffer

Figure 3.15: Convert Query Graph to SQL.
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query graph : company +- customer' ,- order --+ product

SQL statement :

Sel-ect c . nane p. name
From product p, order o, customer cu, company c
l,lhere p.pno = o.pno AND c.cno = cu.cno AND c.nane = "marco,,

Example 3.6.2 Which cornpo,nA suppli,es green nut?

node mapping : company, supply, color, description

query graph : company <- supplier --+ supply <- part --+ color, descr-iption

SQL statement :

Select c.na¡ne pa.name, pa.color, pa.description
From company c, supply su, supplier s, part pa
I'lhere c.cno = s.cno AND s.cno = su.con AND

pa.part_no = su.part_no AND
pa. color = r (green' ' AND pa.description= ( 'nut, ,
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Chapter 4

An Object-oriented

Implementation

4.L Class hierarchy

In the object-oriented paradigm, we organize software as a collection of objects

with data members and a set of operations. To represent the E-R diagram, we

have specialized three basic object types:

o ERDiagram - abstraction of the network;

o ERDiagramNode - abstraction of all kinds of nodes;

o trRDiagramlinl< - abstraction of ali l<inds of links.

In an E-R diaglam, we have three kinds of nodes, entity, relationsh,ip and at-

tribute. In oul view, there are few differences between an entity and a relationship.

We further specialized ERDErNode f.or entity and relationship nodes and ERDAT-
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trNode fol attribute node. Figure 4.1 shows the hierarchy of the node classes. The

shaded nodes are the ones I have implemented.

i Node 
i

l

lAbNode l

i'llg*i
," 

-\'-r.

Figure 4.1: The Hieralchy of Node Classes

In Figure 4.I, Node is a generic node class. AbNode is the generic node with

abductive inference specific behaviors. An luNode is equipped with a completion

predicate. IdNode has itern storage. CFGNode is used to represent context fi'ee

glammar in the principle-based parser.

Thele ale foul kinds of links in an E-R diagram. We specialize the following

classes:

o ERDErLink - connect entity node and relationship node;
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e ERDEraLink - connect entity/relationship node and attribute node;

ERDEeLink - connect two entity nodes representing the relationship of a

subclass "ist' a superclass; and

trRDSpeclink - connect two entity nodes representing the relationship that

a superclass can be "specialized" as a subclass.

tr+

1

[nor-int I
--=-

làl$H um;ii,g;¡ üif
[] :.ii:iujtirurülü*.Ja*

Figure 4.2: The Hieralchy of Link Classes

Figure 4.2 shows the hierarchy of the link classes. In Figure 4.2, Link is the top

and gener-ic class; AbLink contains abductive inference specific information; The

SpecLink and IsaLi,nk represent the generalization and specialization among su-

per/sub nodes. FeatureLink r-eplesents other relationship between nodes. The

links in the obvious abductive reasoning are directed linlcs. The message is sent

via the reversed direction of link. The Isalink is from sub-class to super-class
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and the Speclink is from super-class to sub-class. ERDEeLink and ERDSpecLink

are Speclink and Isalink with fulther E-R diagram details. For instance, entity

"customet" is linked to entity "company" via an ERDEelink and it means customer

is-a company. For each ERDEelink, we automatically attach a trRDSpeclink in the

reversed direction, e.g. the company can be "specialized" as a customer. ERDtrr-

Link and ERDEraLink are Featurelink and represent the other relation between

entity and attribute, entity and relationship node. We have anothel hidden but the

same type link between entity and relationship nodes. Observations ale mostly at-

tributes in database, namely the initial nodes are mostly attribute nodes. Therefore

we choose the direction of ERDEraLink to be from the entity to the attribute, and

from the relationship io the attribute. The messages sent to the attribute nodes will

be forwarded to entity or relationship nodes. However, whatever the direction of

ERDErLink(the regular ERDElLink) we choose, the message wili either stop at an

entity node or a relationship node and will not be forwarded to other entity or rela-

tionship nodes. To avoid this, we automatically attach a reversed ERDBrLink(the

auto-attached ERDElLink) between entity and relationship. This enables messages

to be passed in both directions but may cause the message sending never to stop.

We can resolve this problem by assigning a filter-on the auto-attached ERDErLink.

A filtel is an examiner who checks the messages. The message itself stores the link

via which it came from. When a message is sent via the auto-attached ERDErLink,

the filter checks if it was sent via the regular ERDErLink. If it was, the sending is

blocked and the message is discalded.

The last class is ERDiagram. It is a specialization of AbNet. Figure 4.3 shows

the hieralchy of our graph classes. A Graph organizes all nodes and links. Ii
provides node adding, deleting, and searching functionality. AbNet has abductive

specific members and methods such as retrieving trace. The lericon, lerico,l itern
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are held by EftDiagro.m.

-------------------: Graph 
I

Figure 4.3: The Hierarchy of Graph Classes

Using the above objects, we create the ERDiagram object shown in Figure 4.4

which represents the E-R diagram in Figure 3.2. It becomes a directed graph. We

have added those automatically attached links and they are shown with dash lines.

Besides the tr-R diaglam specific labels (e.g. the relationship label 1:N, M:N), each

link is assigned a link-id (with exception of ERDEeLink and BRDSpecLink).

4.2 Comrnand Interpreter

In the obvious abductive engine implementation, we consistently use a lisp-like

language as the interactive intelface, called the command interpreter.

Each command is like a list in LISP. The fir'st element in the list is intelpreted as

a function name, the function is retrieved fi'om the evaluation envilonment by that

name. The rest of the list is passed to the function as arguments. The following

classes are implemented to support the command interpreter:
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l lt'
I

^-^ri¡ :'1 -' L--credit \):=--

/.( ono

3company
--.!>! /

/ \-.-

Xr{-----

Figure 4.4: The Knowledge Network From "company" EE-R Diagram

o IRSlisi stands for

list). IRSlist can

Ìeading the list

Interactive Recursive Slist

be constructed by reading

(Slist is a circular singie linked

in a lisp-like iist. For example,
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(A B (c (D E) F))

will construct the IRSlist shown in Figure 4.5.

o Once the IRSlist has been read in, it can be evaluated by Cmdlnterpleter'.

To evaluate a non-empty list, the fir-st element in the list is treated as a func-

tion name. The function is looked up from the Cmdlnterpreter's evaluation

envilonment. The rest of the list is passed to the function as an argument.

Let variab Ie shellbe a Cmdlnterpreter, argsbean IRSlist+. Following the steps

below allows a user to add a new customized command to the system.

1. Create a function to do whatever you want, e.g

static Ent def-graph(IRSlistx args, Cmdfnterpreter& shell)
{

/* args->get-va1O will get and remove an list/atom from args list x/
const char* narne = args-)get_val O ;

const char* type = args-)get_valO;
if (name==Q) {

Cerr (( "(def-graph (name) <type>): missing name" (( endl;
return 0;

Ì
if (tYPe==O) {

Cerr (( "(def-graph (name) <type>): missing typ"" (( endl;
return 0;
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Figure 4.5: Construct the IRSlist
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)
Graphx graph = Graph: :make_graph(type);

)

2. Add the function to the evaluation environment:

shel-l-. enter("def-graph", FUNC2ENT def_graph) ;

Now function "def-graph" can be evoked with the name "def-graph" in commancl

interpr-eter.

4.3 Class Prototype

The "def-graph" in the example above will create an instance of class Graph. We

want to create an instance of class E&Di.agram. We use a class prototype dictionar-y

to reuse the "def" codes. Class Graph maintains a dictionary which contains the

class prototypes. The key in each ently is the class type name; the o¿lze is its

default constructor (i.e. without parameter). Class Graph provides method to add

a prototype. For example, we add the E-R diagram classes to the dictionary as

following:

Graph : :node_proto (new ERDETNodeO ) ;
Graph : : node-proto (new ERDAttrNode O ) ;

Graph : : 1ink_proto (new ERDEeLinkO ) ;

Graph : : link_proto (new ERDEraLint ( ) ) ;
Graph: : link_proto (new ERDETLinkO ) ;

Graph : : graph_proto (new ERDiagram O ) ;

Each of these classes provides a name-fixed method to create its instance when

needed. The names are called new-nodeQ for subclass of Node, new-link) fot

subclass of Link, and new-graph) fol subclass of Graph. We can retrieve the class
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plototype by its name in the dictionary and call new-lwhateuer) to create the

instance.

4.4 Knowledge network

Using the classes, the class plototype dictionary, and the command inter-preter.., we

can build the E-R diagram knowledge netwolk. The following script demonstrates

how to create a network. It is a partial description of the E-R diagram network in
Figure 4.4. The complete script is listed in Appendix A.

(def -graph customer-supplier ERDiagram
(graph-size 100)
(mylexicon-size 500)
(nyweight-threshold 2)
(max-explanations 100)

)
(def-node company ERDErNode

(node-aIias)
)
(def-node cno ERDAttrNode)
(def-node add.ress ERDAttrNode)
(def-node supplier ERDErNode

(isa conpany)
(node-aIias)

)
(def-node supply ERDErNode

(node-alias)
)
(der-lint company
(address ERDEraLink (link-id 0) (optional-feature) )
(phone ERDEraLink (link-id 1) (optional-feature))
(name ERDEraLink (link-id 2) (optional-feature))
(cno ERDEraLink (link-id 3) (optionat-feature) (pk))

)
(¿et-tint< supply
(cost ERDEraLink (link-id 0) (optional-feature) )(part ERDErLink (link-id 2) (oplional-feature) (reverse-1ínk))
(supplier ERDErLink (rink-id 6) (optional-feature) (reverse-rink))

o/
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)

The graph definition takes the following folmat:

(def-graph <graph name> ERDiagram
(graph attribute list

)

As we described above, ERDiaglam here is the class type name. Accolding to the

class prototype, def-graph will create an instance of class ERDiaglam. We have

implemented some system limits such as graph size, lexicon size, and so on. Users

can set these iimits to match their application domain. They ale listed as below:

o (graph-size 100) : limit the node number in the network to 100;

o (mylexicon-size 500) : limit the lexicon size we associated with this network

to 500;

o (myweight-threshold 2) : set the thleshold which we will tal<e to choose ol

discald the explanations;

o (max-explanations 100) : limit the explanation number we wiil trace to 100;

Each node appeared in the E-R diagram has to be defined explicitly with name

and its type. Node definition are similal to graph definition as shown in the fol-

Iowing fragment:

(def-node (node name) (node type>
(node property list

)

The parameters listed define the type and properties of a node. The valid parame-

tels ale listed below:
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(node name) is node name in an E-R diagram;

(node type) is the class type name; it can be either ERDErNode or ERDAT-

trNode;

(node attribute list > defines plopelties of a node. Available pr-operties are:

- (isa (node name>) specifies the super/sub class relationship(also defines

an ERDtreLink and an ERDSpecLink).

- (node-alias) will generate a shortest alias of that node which will be used

in SQL statement.

- (table (table name>) specifies the table name in database if it is differ-

ent from the entity name in the E-R diagram.

The connections between nodes ale defined by "def-link". As mentioned., we

have defined "IsA" link and "specialize" link in node definition and do not need to

consider those two kinds of links here. Link definition takes the following format:

69

(¿ef-tint< (start node)
(<end node 1) <Iink type
(<end node 2) <link type

)

1> <link attribute l_ist . . .>)
2> <link attríbute l_ist ...>)

Each link starts from (start node) and ends at <end node). The (start node>

and <end node) ale the node names in E-R diagram. Each link definition gloups

all links stalting from the same node. <link type) is class type name; It can be

eithel ERDBrLink ol ERDEraLink. The link attribute list is a list of the following

attlibutes:
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(link-id < id,>) will assign each link an identifier'. Since we use link-id to

distinguish each feature link connecting to the same node, each link must

have a unique <id>.

(r'everse-link ) will add a reversed direction tink. This will enable the message

to be passed the other way. Each entity and relationship node pair should

have (reverse-link) in addition to the normal one.

(optional-featules) will mark the message coming via this link to be optional;

otherwise it will be a necessary feature. In this case the node will wait untii

all of the necessary links have passed by a message and then to begin to send

new message.

(pk) means the attribute node connected by this link is a prirnary key. only

ERDEraLink should have this feature. Each entity node can have one and

only have one primary key.

(field-name <name>) is the real field name used in the table if it differs fr.om

the name in tr-R diagram. This is only applicable to ERDEraLink.

4.5 Lexicon

The purpose of lexicons is to map words into their semantic and/or syntactic r-ep-

resentations. A lexicon file contains a list of lexical entries, they are wr.itten in

LISP-like format. The following entries are excerpt fi'om the generic dictionary.

( addit ion
(syn (¡¡¡

)
(addit ional
(syn (aa¡ -cmp) )
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)
(addit ionally
(syn (l¿v))

)
( addit ive
(syn (c))

)
(add]e
(syn (Adj -cmp))
(syn (Tn :opt))

)
(addle-brained
(syn (Adj -cmp) )

)
(bomb
(syn (c))
(syn (Tn))
(phrases (bomb out) (bomb, atom) (bomU, b:uzz) (bomb, cobalt)
(bomb, thermonuclear) (bomb, time))

)

Each entry has a key or a head word and a series of meanings attached to it.

The meanings of a key can be defined in different ways. For different folmats, we

just create a different prototype. The lexicon interprets the meaning accolding to

its plototype format. Usually, it is defined by an attribute aector, which holds a

set of attributes, as shown in the above dictionary. Each of these attributes in an

attribute vector can be binary, text string, enumerate, or another attribute vector.

In the above example, we have predefined attlibute vectol called syn and made it
as the meaning prototype. The system will interpret each key's meaning by syn

plototype. Since many keys will share some same meanings, we use alias in each

definition and that will reduce the dictionary size and make it easy to read. In the

above lexicon excerpt, N, Adj, Ada are all alias. They are defined in a resource

file and will be loaded when it is needed. The followings ale the definitions of some

most fi'equently used alias. The symbols refer the linguistic concepts. Atl of them
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Attribute Type Values Examples
cat Enumerate Il, v, a, P, I, C want: (cat v); good: (cat a); in: (cat p)
pIu Binary _r_It children: *plu; child: -plu
per lnteger r,2,3 she: (per 3); you: (per 2); me (per 1

Figure 4.6: Lexicon Attribute Values

ale desclibed in [25]

(alias verb (make-av ((cat v) +pg -wh -cap)))
(alias N

(make-av ( (cat n) (nform norm) (theta ag th exp ben goal src instr) ) ) )(alias U ;;
(make-av (IrI -ct -plu))
)

(alias Adj ;;
(make-av (A -adv) ) )

(a1ias Adv ;;
(make-av ((cat a) +adv -prd)))

(alias C ;;
(make-av (N +ct))
)

The attribute values hold the syntactic meaning of the key word. Figure 4.6

shows some attributes and theil values.

A meaning can also be a key wold of a series of phlases and these phrase ar-e

in turn the lexical entries. There is a list of phrases in the above entr.ies for bomb.

The wold bornb is said to be the head of the phrases. Generally speaking, the head

word of a phrase should be the least frequent wor-d in the phlase or one that may

undergo morphological changes. When the head word is found to be present in

a sentence, the lexicon then checks its neighboring words in the sentence to see

whether the phlase is present or not. If it is, one or mor-e lexical items for the

phr-ase are created.
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We also have a domain-dependent dictionary. The major advantages of a sepa-

rate dictionary is ihe flexibility to configure the interface for different database. We

take the same dictionaÌy format as the generic one but the meanings are different

and the number of entries is much smaller. We define another attribute vector

cailed ERDAtts. The lexicon maps the words in queries to nodes in E-R diagram.

The mapping between words and nodes in E-R diagram is a key issue in our.system.

Tlrele ale two kinds of entries: metadata entry and aalue entry. Metadata refer- to

entities, attributes, and relationships in E-R diagram. Values, on the other hand,

refel to the values in the database. There is a difficulty in value type, namely

numeric value. In a database, there are numerous numelic value entries. It is hard

to decide the numeric value's domain without considering its neighbor words. It
will gener-ate a lot of ambiguity. To avoid this, we restrict the query's domain for-

numeric values must be explicitly specified. For example, quantity:3, cost<1b, etc.

The ERDAtts attlibute vector specifies a word meta type ol date value type

by a binary attribute, called meta. For example, in entry "customer" , its erdnod,e

attribute has value customer, which is the node name in the B-R diagram; and it
is a meta data denoted by *meta. We list part of the dictionary as follows:

( col-or
(ERDAtts ((erdnode color) +meta))

)
(col-our
(gRDAtts ( (erdnode cot-or) +meta) )

)
(company
(fRlatts ( (erdnode company) +meta) )

)
(cost
(fRDAtts ((erdnode cost) +meta))

)
(credit
(ER¡ltts ( (erdnode credit) +meta) )

)

t,)
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(customer
(fRDAtts ( (erdnode customer) +meta) )

)

The lexicon file is not loaded into the memory. The system automatically cr-eates

a file which contains the hash index to the lexicon file. The lexicon in memory only

has the names of all associated lexicon file. The hash index is used to locate a

lexicon entry.

A dictionary configuration file is created to make the dictionary mole flexible.

The dictionary configuration file is a text file. It has a file header which contains

the following items:

o dictionary-name : specify the real dictionary file

o index-name : specify the index file

o index-size 70 : the size of dictionarv file

o open-bkt ( : ihe symbol used in the dictionary file.

o close-bkt )

We summarize the steps to construct and configure a customized dictionary as

following:

1. create an attribute vector;

2. compose a dictionaly using the attr.ibute vector;

3. create the dictionary configuration file;

4. use built-in function (make-meaning-proto) to register the attribute vector to

the prototype dictionary.

I+
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5. use built-in function (link-lex-file <configuration-file>) to install the dictio-

nary.

Obviously, the system can load a few lexicons (limited by the memor.y resources).

Built-in function (link-lex-fi1e) can be used to switch to one of another. iexicons.

4.6 Lexical analysis

Attribute Vector

nÉ.IU

4.6.L

An attribute vector is a set of attributes. Each of the attributes may have dif-

felent type, such as binary, string, enumerate, oï even another- attribute vector

(lecursively).

An attribute vector is implemented as class AttVec, which holds all the value

and related information. Some operations can be applied to a vector, such as

print, unify, copy, and alias. The logical comparison operators are also defined so

attribute vectors can be compared using equal to (::¡, greater than (>), and so

on.

Each attribute in an attribute vector must have an attribute interpreter. The

following lists some of the attribute inter-preter classes implemented:

BinAtt: binary attribute.

EntAtt: enumerate attribute.

StrAtt: string attr.ibute.

ListAtt: list attribute.
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o HierAtt: Hierarchv attlibute.

o VecAtt: attribute vector attribute.

Attlibute interpreters are organized in an attri,bute interpreter list. The ac-

cess and manipulation ( e.g. changing, retrieving) are done through the attr.ibute

interpretel list. It is implemented as class AttlnterpreterList, which holds point-

ers to all attlibute interpleters. We can have as many Attlnterpreterlist as we

need but all operations are applied to current AttlnterpreterList, indicated by class

static variable AttVec::the-itp-list. We may switch to any Attlnterpreterlist by

setting AttVec::theìtpJist, or by using lisp function (set-interpreter-list). When

an attribute vector is processed, we get each of the attribute interpreters through

cur-rent attribute interpreter list; and then each attribute value can be interpr-eted

by its own interpreter. An example of defining attlibute vector interpreter is shown
-below. It defines an attribute intelpleter list ERDAtts. The attribute vector it can

intelpret is an StrAtt, erdnode and a BinAtt, meta. It is the attribute vector we

use in our domain-dependent lexicon.

(def-att-rist ERDAtts
(defattribute erdnode StrAtt)
(defattribute meta BinAtt)

)
(generate-code ERDAtts erdatt.h erdatt.c)

The attlibute vectol defined above has to be accessed by its name. This will slow

down the system perfolmance somewhat. An alternative way to access an attr.ibute

vector is to generate a C++ source code and bind it in the executable. We then

do not have to letrieve the attributes by a name and simply just by referring to

a Ct* variable. The line (generate-code ERDAtts erdatt.h erdatt.c) in the above

example will genelate two C files, erdatt.h and erdatt.c. All valiables are defined

and initialized in those two files.
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4.6.2 Lexical Item

The lexical analyzer takes a sentence as input, recognizes the word boundar-ies, and

creates a set of lexical items, which are organized in a lexical item li,st. We maintain

one lexical item list to keep all lexicai items of a sentence. The lexical item list is

clealed to empty before each sentence is processed. Once a sentence is read in and

stored as a IRSlist, member function lexical-searchQ will look up the lexicon and

cleate lexical item fol each word.

An oliginal lexical item is similar to its lexical ently in the lexicon and with an

additional interval [i,j] denoting the i'th to j'th word in the sentence (in the original

item, the i is equal to f). Its meanings are read in from the lexicon as well. If
a word has multiple meanings, all of its meanings are read in and corresponding

lexical items are created. For example, given the sentence "Which cornpanA supply

green nut", the lexical analyzer will create the following lexical item list:

[0,0] which (ERDAtts ((erdnode "internode") *meta)) (affixes bare) (root which)

[1,1] company (ERDAtts ((erdnode "company") +meta)) (affixes bare) (root com-

pany)

[2,2] supply (BRDAtts ((erdnode "supply") *meta)) (affixes bare) (root supply)

[3,3] green (ERDAtts ((erdnode "color") -meta)) (affixes bare) (root green)

[4,4] nut (ERDAtts ((erdnode "description") -meta)) (affixes bare) (r'oot nut)

During the lexicai analysis, abbreviation will be expanded and some lexical rules

are applied to recognize numbers, locations, names of persons and organizations

that consist of multiple words.
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4"6.3 Lexical Rules and Pre-Processor

In the process of member function lexical-search, there is a flag indicating whether

to run the pre-processor or not. The flag also can be set by a lisp function (run-pre-

plocess). The preplocess functions is genelated by UNIX tool let:. It will lecognize

words like money, date, number, phone number, and so on. It replaces the or.iginal

wold(s) with a list, for example, in folmat (daie Sep., 6, 1gg4) for an input of date.

Lexical rules can be defined to tell system how to handle those special lists. A

lexical rule is defined in the following format:

(defrule (rule name)
(pattern)
(act ion)

)

The <pattern) is similar to generic legular expression but in LISP format. It may

include logical operators such as "and", tto.", and "not". <action) may be "assert"

to generate a specified lexical item, or "delete" to ignore the word(s). Each defined

lexical rule is stored in the lexical item list and applied to the sentence aftel the

pre-process. Under most circumstances the special list is treated as a noun. The

foliowing lexical rules will tleat <money), (time), (phone number> as noun.

(defrule money
rr(money). *rl
(assert (Iow) (high) (const (avm ((cat n) (nform norm))))))

(defrul-e tine
"(time). *"
(assert (Iow) (high) (const (avm ( (cat n) +adv (nform norm) ) ) ) ) )

(defrule number
"(number). *r'
(assert (loi¡) (high) (const (avm ((cat n) (nform norm))))))
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Corporation name, personal name usually contain multiple wor-ds and match some

patterns, for example, capitalization, title, corporation designator'. They may also

be handled by appropriate lexical rules. The following code fragment give the lules

to recognize colporation names, per-sonal names, and location names.

(def rule corp-name-recognit ion
(seq
(+ ll-zl)
(? e)
(? and)
(* U,-zl)
(z ,)
(att (contain +corpdesig)) )

(Prog
(assert (Iow ($ 1¡¡ (hi.gir ($ 6)) (const (avm ((cat n) +pn (nform norm)))))
(delete-smaller (row ($ 1)) (irigir ($ 6)))))

(def rule person-name-recognit ionl
(seq
(att (contain +title))
(+ lL-zl)
(z (root -lr. ) ) )

(it (not (is-dict-entry (row ($ 1)) (high ($ 3))))
(Prog
(assert

(ror,¡ ($ 1)) (hlgh ($ 3)) (const (avm ((cat n) +pn (nform norn)))))
(delete-small-er (row ($ 1) ) (trigiL ($ 3) ) ) ) ) )

(def rule l-ocat ion-recognit ion
(seq
(+ tA-zl )
(z ,)
(or (att (contain +province) )

(att (contain +country))))
(Prog
(assert (fow ($ 1)) (frigir ($ 3)) (const (avm ((cat n) +pn (nform norm)))))
(delete-small-er (row ($ 1¡¡ (high ($ 3)))))

The $ sign used in the example is like in UNIX shell script to indicate the

argument position. The Lexical rules can also handle word valiations. The following
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rules are examples that handle words ended with -ed oï -er or -est.

(defrul-e ending-ed
(and (or (ending -ed)
(ending -ing) )

(not (att (contain (cat v) ) ) ) )
(del-ete (1item) ) )

(def rule ending-er-est
(and (or (ending -est)
(ending -er) )

(not (att (contain (cat a) ) ) ) )
(derete (ritem) ) )

4.7 Message passing

4.7.L ltem and Initial Message

After iexical analysis, all lexical item stored in the lexical item list. There are two

kinds of words, one of which is not important to database access, such as "what

is/are", "Display/list", which can be simply ignored in finding quely graph; the

other is the names or values of entities in database, which aïe corresponding to

node in E-R diagram. Class ERDiagram's member function find-nodeQ takes each

lexical item as parameter and maps it to the nodes in E-R Diagram according to

its meanings. If a NULL node is returned, this item is ignored. If a real node is

returned, the initial messages are prepared based on its lexical items.

A message is an instance of class ERDItem. Figure 4.7 shows the class hielalchy

of ERDItem. The ERDItem is the entity passed by abductive engine. Class ltem

is the superclass of all types of items used in the message passing algolithm for

obvious abduction. F-component is a set of features; O-component is the subset

of the observations to be explained; Class Item does not contain any information
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I rtem

I Ñ:;

F igure 4.7: The Hierarchy of Class Item

about how the F-component, O-component and attribute values in an item shouid

be represented. Rather, this abstract class defines the structure between items and

a set of flag bits (by class SBitSet) that marks the type of the item. There a¡e 5

types of items.

o COMPOSITB-ITEM is one cleated by unifying two other items.

o FEATURBITEM is an item that is leceived by the node via a featule liniç.

The F-component of a feature item is guaranteed to be a singleton set.

o SPEC-ITEM and ISAITtrM ar-e items that arlived at a node via a special-

ization and isa link lespectively.

o INITIALJTEM is sent to a node externally to initiate a message passing

pÌocess.
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. UNKNOWNITEM is the item not falling into the above categories. However,

there should never be any UNKNOWNJTEM.

An item contains two pointers. Depending on the type of the item, these pointers

are interpleted differently as: headQ, tailQ, prevQ, channnelQ;

A composite item is a unification of an item whose F-component is a singleton

set and anothel item. The formel is called head0, and the latter is called tailQ,

head0 and tailQ are not defined (nil) for other types of items.

The functions pr-evQ and channelQ are defined only fol items that are r-e-

ceived by a node via an link, i.e., items of type FtrATURBJTEM, ISAITBM,

or SPEC-ITEM. Function prev0 means previous item. Function channetQ is the

link via which this item arrived.

The SBitSet that is used to store item type also provides marker bit during the

leclamation of stolage used by the items. Because an item stole does not necessarily

keeps a list of all the items at a node and an item may be used to unify with multiple

other items, this malkel bit is necessary to avoid reclaiming the memor.y more than

once.

One of the most important member function class Item provides is cornbina-

tion-of), which will combine two items and set ihe COMPOSITEJTEM marlc.

Class Ivltem is an Item with the following additional fields:

o Low

o High

r Source
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When low and high in an item are set, they denote the low'th word to high'th

word in the sentence. An initial item has value low eqtalto high. Source is used

to record where the item came from; it records the link's < id > via which the

item is passed. This is only true for feature link, not for IsA and or Speclink. The

source is implemented as a 32-bit mask; that means it can only record link-id fr-om

0 to 31. The link-id assigned to links which are connecting super/subclass nodes

should be taken into special consideration depending on the application. Gener-ally,

the links connecting to a subclass aïe also considered connected to its superclass.

For applications which distinguish the links connecting to node from those to its

super-node, different link-ids should be given to them. For example, link-ids 0-5

are given to links connecting to node A. If node B is A's sub-node, link-ids 0-5

should not be used to label links connecting to node B. If node A and node B do

not have super/sub-node relationship, there is no restrictions at all.

Class AvIvItem is both lvItem and an AttVec. It has features of both Avlvltem

and AttVec. By assigning an attribute vector to an AvIvltem, the message is able

to carry any kind of information to meet the needs in diffelent applications.

Class ERDItem has two new member':

o root: copies the root word fi'om the lexical item

o vialink: keeps the link-id via which the item is passed. It is different fi-om

Lhe source membel in class Ivltem. Source is a set of links which remembel

how the item is for-med. uia-li.nlc remembels only one link-id via which ihe

item was passed. The link-id is used in the filter to block the same item

passed back.

The initial messages are the items whose attribute vector's values are copied

fi'om the meanings of the lexical items. They are sent to the corresponding nodes
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in E-R diaglam. In some cases, we may send diffelent items to the same node. Fol

example, in query:

List the product names usi,ng p1?

The word "name" and part name "p1" will both be mapped to node name. The

first item being sent to name is an item with attribute metavalue; the second item

being sent to name is an item with attribute datavalue (p1).

4.7.2 Message Passing

When a node receives an item, it checks the item against a set of constraints. The

following pseudo code fragment demonstrates how it works.

void AbNode: :receive(Itemx item, Featurelink* l)
{

if (item not vati-d)
{

return;
)
store item;

if (item is combinable && is complete)
{

store item as completed item list;
Ì
send item over al-l- isa links;
combíne item with items in store;
for each item in competed item list
{

send item over feature links;
send item over spec links;

)
Ì

r Validity check. An item is a valid one if it satisfies the local constraints at the

node; Note that the contents in item may be changed as a result of enfor-cing
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Iocal constraints. if the item is invalid, it wili be discarded.

Store item. The item is stoled into the node's memory. Only the new item will

be stored. Class ldNode allocates the storage to store all the eligible items.

The storage is called item buckets. For efficient access, items are organized

according to their low and high values. For example, buckets[O] stoles all

items with high : 0, buckets[2] stores items with high : 2, and so on.

Completeness Check. An item is complete if its F-component contains all

the necessary features of the node. Class lvNode defines necessary features.

Necessary feature indicates that thele have to be items coming from those

feature links. If one of them is missing, the item will not be sent out.

Combinability check. An item is not combinable if it is incomplete and will

not be able to be combined with items received bv the node in the future.

Item Combination. Ii will looks up the item store and combine the newly

alrived item with all the items in the store which are compatible with it.

The newly arrived item (named B) must be a singleton item. Item A is an

item picked from the item store. There are three possible r-eturn values that

member function compatible(A, B) will produce:

BQUAL_TO, DISJOINT, INTERSECT.

Basically, the returned value ale calculated based on the low and ltigh membe''

of item A and B. When the two items ale adjacent, i.e. the low of one item

is equal to the high + ,1 of the other item, it returns EQUAL-TO. If the

two r-anges are intersected, it returns INTERSECT. The DISJOINT is the

otherwise case. If the value is EQUAL-TO, then A and B are compatible.

Otherwise, A and B are incompatible. However, if the value is DISJOINT,
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then A and B may become compatible by adding more elements in theil

o-components or f-components. If compatible(A, B) is INTERSECT, then

A and B can only become compatible by removing some elements in theil

o-components or- f-components.

To integrate syntax constraints into the message passing process, we imple-

mented an additional compatible criteria. That means item adjacency is no

longer the only criteria. In addition, the two items must represent a span in

the parse tree.

4.7.3 Message Filter

Each link in the network has a filtel attached. A filter will do the following checks

during the passing process:

o Block the items which are not allowed to pass. For ERDErLink, the items

must be able to be passed two ways between an entity node and a relationship

node. We add a reversed ERDErLink to the pair of nodes besides the normal

ERDErlink. We label the invisible link with reverse-id : 32 - id; id is the

normal BRDEllink id. (If the a node has more than 32 links attached to it,

we would have a problem. In that case, the node should be decomposed into

separated nodes) The filter will block items which pass this link and are sent

back via the reversed link or an infinite loop occurs. If an item is allowed to

pass, then the item is duplicated and sent to the destinations.

o If an item is a FtrATUREJTEM and is passed across a feature link, it

filtered by the link. The f-component of the duplicated item after filtering

set to the link-id.
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o Recalculate the weights of items. Since we are finding the shortest connec-

tions, the items will carry the connection length as its weight. When an item

passes across a link, its weight will increase by the weight of the link (normally

the weight is 1).

4.8 Message TYace

The message passing will stop when thei-e is no message sent out. Each node has

a bucket of items in stor-e. Some of them contain items whose O-component cover-

all of the observations. Since we stored the items with their sources, we can trace

back all nodes from which the items came. The process is called nxesso.ge trace.

The tracing steps are described below:

1. Find the items which covel all of the obselvations. The ERDiagram member'

function mar-items0 w1ll search each nodes in end nodelist. A end node is a

node at which the tracing is started. Bniity and relationship nodes should be

end nodes. An attribute node is not a worthy starting point because there is

only one initial message. We put all entity and relationship nodes in the end

node Iist. Note we can put any kinds of node into the list. A small end node

list wili speed up the searching. The lisp function (end-nodes) can be used to

add nodes into the list.

Each node has member function rnar-item) which extracts the compleúe items

flom its item stole and stores them to a maxitem list. Since the items are

stoled in the item buckets by thd-r hi,gh boundary., we need only check the

items in the highest bucket. The comparison is done by member function

consider-as-mar-i,tems(mariterns). To decide if an item is a maxjtem, it
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compares the o-component of the item with the items already in maxjtems.
There are three possible results:

o EQUAL-TO: find the matching node-item pair (alr of the end nodes,
max items are sto.ed in maxitems so we need node_item pair to distin_
guish ihem) and adjust its weight. If the item is new then insert it into
maxitems list.

o LESS-THAN: forget the new item and the maxitems remains unchanged.
o GREATER-THAN: insert the new item and discard the ord item from

the maxitems list.

when maxitem is retu'ned, we get a rist which hords a[ the end nodes
with their maximum items. Figure 4.g shows the maximum item list and its
structure.

2' Find the the items wiih minimum weight in the maxjtems list and create a
trace point for each of them.

we go through the maximum item list and calcurate the minimum weight.
The weight will be the length (link numbers) of the final shortest connection.
we might use a threshold here to determine whether or not to create the trace
point for an item. The threshold can be defined by a risp function (threshold
<threshold>)' At the items which has weight ress than or equal to (minimum
weight * <threshotd>) will lead to a trace point.

A trace point (class T'acePoint) provides information about how an item is
combined from a set of singleton items at a node. Trace points are organizecl
as a trace bush. A hash tabre is built to speed up the search of trace point.
Trace points are created by tracing items on each node. The member function
of a node:
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maxjteml
(MaxItem)

maxitem;
(MaxItem)

maxìtem,,
(Maxitem)
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Figure 4.8: Maximum ltem(Slist)

AbNode: :trace(item, trace-bush)

will create trace points for item. The item was sent out by this node. It traces

how the item was formed at this node and creates one or more trace points

to represent the composition of the item and then enters the trace points into

trace-bush.

The tracing function first searches for the tlace point with the pair of item

and node. If the trace point does not exist, it first calls matching-item) to

find all of the items with the same observations and same weight; and then

creates a trace point with matching items as arguments. The trace point is

inserted in the tlace bush. During creation of a trace point, the trace function

goes through all of the matching items; for each matching item, extract its

singleton items; if the singleton item is passed by another node over a feature

link, then the node is traced recursively. The trace function saves all of

the singleton item and corresponding trace point in a storage called item

sources (class ItemSoulce).

Figure 4.9 shows the structure of trace bush and trace point.
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tp1(TracePoint)

tp¿(TracePoint)
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(ItemSource)
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item-source,,
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item(Item) Iink(AbLink) tp, single pair(SIist)

item(Item) ìink(AbLink) single parr

F igure 4.9: Trace Bush(TraceBush) and Trace Point (TracePoint)

4.9 Explanation

After constlucting the tlace bush filled with trace points, we say all interested items

ale tlaced. The next step is to explain the trace points. The idea of explanation

is that when we explain a trace point on a node, we will reach a series of nodes.

These nodes are connected by the links (channel). A set of nodes and links which

connect the nodes is called an erplanation. We will use class ERDExplanation

to represent each explanation. Since we traced the items with minimum weights,

the connections are the shortest connections, i.e Steiner tree for the given E-R

diagram. It is also the query graph fol given obselvations. The class hierarchy of

trRDExplanation is shown in Figure 4.10.

The tree structure in this thesis is based on basic classes Slist and RSlist, called

RSTree. It provides the genelic tree operations such as pre-order, post-order,

and breadth-first travelsal. Other tree operations are provided by RSlist, such as

insertion and deletion.
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I

I

Figure 4.10: The Hielarchy of Class ERDBxplana-

tion

An Explanation is a tree. A node in the tree has pointers to the nodes, links in

E-R diagram the item, and the tlace point. It also records the length of the tlee.

An explanation tlee is not exactly a subglaph of the E-R diagram. Its node is an

instance of the node in E-R diagram. The word "node" we ale using in explanation

tree and in E-R diagram is different. In E-R diagram it is a user defined object

but in explanation it is just a logical unit to organize data. We refer the nodes in

explanation tree to E-Node to distinguish them from nodes in B-R diagram.

The explaining process starts fi'om function TraceÛush::erplanation. Each trace

point in the bush is explained and an explanation is created. A set of explanations

ar-e created after all trace points ale explained. The tlace point is explained in the

steps below:
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1. Create an initial expianation E-Node with cur-rent item in item source.

2. if the item is an INITIALITEM, return the E-Node.

3. for each trace point under current item, recursively call TracePoint::explain.

Insert the returned E-Node into the explanation tree.

4. for each singleton item under current item, if it is INITIALITEM, cleate a

new E-Node and insert in current tree.

During the explaining process) we must adjust the length of the tree at each

stage. The last step above is not necessary for some domain applications. It is

there to maintain consistency. We will tlim the tree to fit the application domain.

There ale two differences between the tree we want and the generic tree abduc-

tive inference engine generates. The first is in the generic tree each E-Node has

itself as its first child. Fol example, E-Nodes "company" and "customeL" in top

por-tion of Figure 4.11 have themselves as their first child respectively. The second

one is that, E-Node "customet" is connected to "company" via an ERDEeLink (i.e

IsA link), then the nodes connecting to "company" such as "address" and "phone"

are tleated as connecting to "customer" in passing algorithms. These assumptions

make sense under most circumstances. To simplify the SQL translating pïocess) we

want to find the original node (i.e the superclass node). In the above example, we

will move ttaddresstt and ttphonett fLom ttcustomertt to ttcompanytt.

The trimming process is done by ERDExplantion::trim0. It checks the child

and its palent E-Node; if they are both pointing to the same node, then the child is

deleted; if the child-parent relationship is not the same as they are in E-R diagram,

it goes up along its ancestols until an ancestol is found who takes the child as

its child; the child is moved to its "real" palent. Bverything is copied during the
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Figure 4.11: The Trimming of Generic Explanation

Tree

moving ptocess to ensure that the explanation is still correct. The bottom portion

of Figure 4.11 is the tlimmed explanation tree.

A.LO SQL Tbanslator

Once explanations are generated and trimmed, we ale ready to construct the quelies

in formal query language - SQL. One explanation is one query glaph. Each node in

the query glaph has some pointers associating itself with the tr-R diaglam. They
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are: a node pointer to the node in E-R diagram; a link pointer to the link in E-R

diagram via which the nodes are connected; and an item pointer the lexical item

from user, either metadata or data-value.

Different E-Nodes are likely instantiated from the same node in E-R diagram.

For instance) every E-Node relating to "name" is instantiated flom node Name in E-

R diaglam. Anothel lelatively complicated cir.cumstance of multiply instantiation

is that one entity node in B-R diagram participates in a query more than once but

as different roles. Consider the query:

What is the nan-ùe of John's superuisor?
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Its quely graph is shown in

related portion in E-R diagram

Figure 4.12. The left
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palt in Figure 4.72 is

the query graph. We
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the same notations in the query graph as in E-R diagram and the labels are their

colresponding node names in E-R diagram. Both node Name and node Employee

are instantiated twice. In the query, both John and his supervisor are an Employee

so that it is instantiated twice, one with attribute Name "John", one with the name

being a valiable.

HoweveL, when an entity node participates in a lelationship more than once,

the links their E-Nodes refer to are different. There must be more than one links

and it is ambiguous to pick. Thele is another query glaph which is the same as the

one in Figule 4.72 but wiih the label "supervisee" and "supervisor" switched. The

system lists both query graphs to user and lets the user resolve the ambiguity.

To simplify the translating algorithm, we give each E-Node an alias. These

alias are derived flom its corresponding table name. In the case of multiple entity

instances, we give them different aliases. This work is done in the explanation tree

tlimming plocedule.

The translator first allocates three buffers with name SELECT, FROM, and

WHERE respectively. Semantic strings will be appended to those buffers during

the translating procedure. Some functions used in the procedure are:

o Alias leturns an entity's alias;

o Fi,eldNarne letuLns an attr-ibute node's field name in database schema:

entity or a relationship's relation (table, view) nameTableName returns an

in database schema;

o FieldValze returns the value in its lexical item if it is a DATAVALUE type;

o FieldOp returns the logical operation in lexicai item if it is a DATAVALUE

though in most cases it is "equal to";
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o Iky returns the primary key of a given node.

Here is the translation algorithm:

clear SELECT, FROM, and I'¡HERE buffers
for (each E-Node in the explanation tree)
_r
L

Iet Entity = current E-Node;
let Link = línk in E-R diagram;
if (tint< is NULL)

shift to next node; /x nust be the root of explanation tree *,/
let Node = the node the E-Node instantiated from;
let HeadNode = the head node of Link;
let TailNode = the tail node of Link;
sr¡itch (Link)
{
case ERDEraLink:
/x tin¿ the corresponding node of current E-Node to be entity

of attribute */
if (lVode = HeadNode)
{

Entity = parent of E-Node;
Attribute = E-Node;

Ì
else
{

EntitY = E-Node;
Attribute = parent of E-Node;

Ì
append Al-ias (nntity) .FieldName(Attribute) to SELECT;
/x aggregation functions handled here x/
/x select sum of employee. salary ? */

if (tntity is not processed)
{

append TableName(Entity) Alias(Entity) to FROM;
mark Entity processed

't-
J

if (Rttribute is DATAVALUE)
t

if (l¡Hgnf buffer is not empty)
append "AND') to I'trHERE;

append AIias (Entity) . Fie1dName(Attri¡ute) ;
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Field0p(Attriuute) fiet¿value(Attrubute) to I'JHERE;

)
break;

case ERDErLink:
case ERDEeLink:

EntitY = E-Node;
if (fntity is not processed)
{

append TableName(Entity) Alias(Entity) to FR0M;
mark Entity processed;

Ì
Entity = parent E-Node;
if (lntity is not processed)
{

append TableName(Entity) Alias(Entity) to FROM;
mark Entity processed;

]
/* now the join condition */
if (l,lHERE buffer is not empty)

append "AND)) to I,IHERE;
append Alias(g-l{o¿e) " ., , ;

if (No¿e = Tail and Node is a relationship)
append RoleName(Link) to l'trHERE;

append Key(Head) ((-') Alias(parent of E-Node) ".,,;
if (Node = Head) and (parent of E-Node,s Node is a relationship)

append RoleName(Link) to I,IHERE;
append Key(Head) WHERE;

1
J

SELECT statement is formed by listing each attribute. We also handle some

practical issues not mentioned in the algorithm. For example, we can set options,

ALWAYSJISTI{EY, AL\ /AYS-LIST-NAME which always list the primary key

attributes and name attribute if they exist, respectively.

FROM statement is formed by appending each table instance. We malk the

entity to ensule the instance will be listed only once. Each table instance is in the

form of

< t able-name instance-name>
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It is to resolve the multiple instances of entity node. SQL statements of query in

4.I2 are:

Sel-ect e1 . name, e2 . name
From Employee el Employee e2

WHERE condition is formed when there is an attlibute with DATAVALUE, or

an ERDErLink (i.e relationship node involved), or an ERDEeLink (super-class

and sub-class). All trQUJOINs are concatenated with AND as the connector.. It
is obvious the query has to satisfy all of the conditions we put in the WHtrRE

buffer. In the DATAVALUE case, we just append the ( attribute : dataualue >

to the WHERE buffer. In the ERDEeLink case, since the supeï entity and the

sub-entity always have the same primary key, the EQUJOIN is simply formed

as <super-entity.key : sub-entity.key>. In the ERDErLink case, based on the

mapping algolithm in Section 3.5.5, we know the colresponding relationship node

at least has two foreign keys. The table is created by SBLECTing the two pr-imary

keys of each participating entities. The foreign keys keep the same name as the

primary keys if there is no rolename. We combine role name and primary key

respectively as the new field name if there are role names. The role name her-e will

resolve the conflict in the case of that one of entities palticipates in a relationship

twice. The EQUJOIN is

<entity1.key1 : relation.rolename-l<ey1 AND entity2.key2: relation.r'olenameJ<ey2.>

The complete SQL statements of query in Fig. 4.I2 arc:

Sel-ect e1.name, e2.name
From Employee el Employee e2 Supervision s
hlhere el.name= "John,, AND el.ssn = s.supervisee_ssn AND

e2. ssn = s. supervisor_ssn
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Fbture Research

5.1 Conclusions

We have described a usel interface to databases which uses obaious abductiue reason-

ing to understand queries in natural language. The task of understanding is viewed

as finding the structulal relationships between unstructured inputs. The domain

knowledge is represented as an E-R diagram for database. Queries are parsed

syntacticaliy and database related words in quelies ar.e mapped to nodes in the

network, called observations. Observations are annotated with a set of attributes

extlacted from generic lexicon and domain-specific lexicon. An explanation of the

observations is a generalized subtree of the network that connects all the obselva-

tions. This connection is a coherent set of leiationships between the observations;

consequently, it explains how they are related and folms a query graph. The quer-y

graphs ale translated into formal structural query language(SQl) and submitted

to the DBMS.

The parsing of queries and finding of shortest connections are based on a message
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passing algorithm. It is an instantiation of an efficient generic message passing

algorithm fol abductive inference. The object-oriented nature of the algorithm not

only lends itself to distributed parallel processing, but it also facilitates extension

and adaptation of the algorithm in different application domains.

5.2 Future Research

Future research consists of continued development of the experimental system and

fur-ther- investigation of the natural language user interface to database. We will

highlight some areas of NLI research that have been less explored, namely database

update, meta-knowledge question, temporal questions, and multi-modal intelfaces.

5.2.L Graphical Domain Knowledge Editor

The domain knowledge is the E-R diagram with some constraints. Since the size

of E-R diagram is limited, it is acceptable to build the network by hand. One

alternative is to use graphical user interface to construct the knowledge network.

For example, the network can be constructed, and modified by direct manipulation

on visual graphical objects. Thele will stiil be an internai representation of net-

work but invisible to the users. One diffelence of the E-R diagram graphical editor.

flom other graphical editors is that the constraints must be enforced during the

intelactions. For example, the editor will deny the attempt to link two attribute

nodes. The graphical user interface must guarantee the B-R diaglam to be consis-

tent with the internal replesentations. We call the editor a semantic-constrained

E-R diagrarn editor.
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5.2.2 Domain Dependent Lexicon

For each different database, there is a diffelent domain dependent lexicon. The

lexicon depends on the symbol names in E-R diagram and the question type against

the database. We need to find a better way to construct the lexicon automatically or-

semi-automatically though manual construction is acceptable since B-R diagr-ams

ale generally not vely big. This work will involve knowledge acquisition, system

tlaining, etc.

5.2.3 Integration v/ith Expert Systems

In some cases it may not be possible to answer a natural language question, al-

though all the necessary raw data are present in database. Questions invoiving

common sense or domain expertise are typical examples. For example, assume that

a database holds the medical records of all patients in a hospital. It is hard to

answelthe query:

"Which patients are likely to deaelop lung disease?"

In these cases, the answer to the question is not explicitly stored in the database;

to ploduce the answer, the NLI must be able to carÌy out reasoning based on the

data stored in the database.

The reasoning module (i.e. the expelt system) should not be considered par-t

of the NLI, but rather an independent layer on top of the database system, since

it may be needed by other components of an intelligent DB system.
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5.2.4 Intelligent Response Generation

User requests often do not express literally what the user wants to know. The NLI

should also report additional information that the user would probably be interested

to know' The NLI must be able to understand the user's goal(This is known as

"plan r-ecognition" in the literature). This additional infolmation could be achieved

by having anothel reasoning module to find the user's goal. The NLI will explain

how the user's requests relate to his/her goais, and what to do to satisfy the user's

goal. The user's request would be mapped to a logical query, and the logical queïy

would be passed to the reasoning module. The reasoning module would then try
to satisfy the user by leasoning about his/her goals, and by retrieving information

flom the database.

5.2.5 Database Update

Few systems support natulal language requests to update the underlying database

because database updates by natural language introduce several new problems.

Often, natural language update requests cannot be satisfied, or they are ambiguous,

or they lead to unanticipated side-effects, due to database constraints of which the

user is not awar-e. The following scenario illustrates an important weakness:

List the ernployees and their n-Lanagers.

r02

Employee
Brown
Smith

Manager
Jones
Jones

Change Brown's rnanager from Jones to Baker.

List the employees and their rnt,nl,gers.
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Employee
Brown
Smith

CONCLUSIO¡.¡S AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Manager
Baker
Baker
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When Br.-own's manager is changed, the Smith's manager also is changed from Jones

to Baker, although this was not what was originally requested. To a user-unaware

of the database's stlucture, such a behavior would appear erratic. The user does

not know that in the database employees are linked to managers thought their

department.

5.2.6 Meta-knowledge Questions

Meta-knowledge question are questions referring to knowledge about knowledge.

Fol example, some meta-knowledge questions could be:

what information is in the database?

what are the possible employee job titles?

5.2.7 Temporal Questions

Most NLI were designed to interface to snapshot database. Snapshot databases only

store information about one state of the world, usually taken to be the "plesent"

state. Consequently, most NLI only support questions referling to the present state

of the world. For example, a NLI to a company's database would typically be able

to answer questions like:

who is the manager of th.e sales department?

but would usually not support temporal questions referring to the past:

who was the preaious rnanager of the sales department?
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In the last decade, computel scientists have become increasingly intelested in

tempor-al database systems, i.e database system designed to store information about

previous or future states of the world and to generally support the notion of time.

5.2.8 Multi-modal interfaces

As discussed in Chapter 2, form-based interfaces and glaphical interfaces appear- to

have advantages over natural language interfaces. Some system attempt to merge

natural language with graphics, menus, and forms to combine the strengths of all

modalities.
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Appendix A

The Description of E-R, Diagram

The following the the complete descriptioin sclipt of "company" EE-R diagram:

(aet-graph customer-supplier ERDiagram
(graph-size 100)
(mylexicon-size 500)
(myweight-threshold 2)
(max-explanations 100)

)
(def-node company ERDErNode

(node-alias)
)
(def-node cno ERDAttrNode)
(def-node address ERDAttrNode)
(def-node phone ERDAttrNode)
(def-node customer ERDErNode

(isa company)
(node-aIias)

)
(def-node supplier ERDErNode

(isa company)
(node-al-ias)

)
(def-node reliability ERDAttrNode)
(def-node credit ERDAttrNode)
(def-node product ERDErNode

(node-aI ias )
)
(def-node order ERDErNode

(node-al-ias)
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)
(def-node ono ERDAttrNode)
(def-node pno ERDAttrNode)
(def-node part ERDErNode

(node-aIias)
)
(def-node color ERDAttrNode)
(def -node description ERDAttrNode)
(def-node part-no ERDAttrNode)
(def-node use ERDErNode

(node-al ias)
)
(def-node supply ERDErNode

(node-alias)
)
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(def-node quantity ERDAttrNode)
(def-node cost ERDAttrNode)
(def-node name ERDAttrNode key)
(¿er-tink company
(address ERDEraLink (link-id 0) (optional-feature))
(phone ERDEraLink (link-id 1) (optionat-feature))
(name ERDEraLink (link-id 2) (optional-feature))
(cno ERDEraLink (link-id 3) (optionat-feature) (pf<))

)
(¿et-tint< customer
(credit ERDEraLink (link-id 4) (optional-feature))

)
(¿et-IÍnt< supplier
(reliability ERDEraLink (fint-¡-¿ ¿) (optional-feature))

)
(¿er-tink order
(customer ERDErLink (rink-id 5) (optionar-feature) (reverse-link))
(product ERDErLink (link-id 1) (optional-feature) (reverse-rink))
(ono ERDEraLink (link-id 2) (optional-feature) )
(quantity ERDEraLink (Iink-id ã) (optional-feature))

)
(¿et-tint< product
(pno ERDEraLink (link-id O) (optional-feature) (pt<))
(cost ERDEraLink (link-id 1) (optional-feature))
(name ERDEraLink (link-id 2) (optionat-feature))

)
(def-Iink part
(color ERDEraLink (fink-id 0) (optional-feature))
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(description ERDEraLink (link-id 1) (optional-feature))
(part-no ERDEraLink (link-id 2) (optionat-feature) (plc))
(name ERDEraLink (link-id 3) (optional-feature))

)
(def-link use
(product ERDErLink (rint-i¿ o) (optionar-feature) (reverse-link) )(part ERDErLink (link-id 1) (optional-feature) (reverse-link))
(quantity ERDEraLink (Iink-id 2) (optional-feature))

)
(¿et-tint supply
(cost ERDEraLink (link-id O) (optional-feature))
(part ERDErLink (fint-i¿ Z) (optional-feature) (reverse-tink))
(supplier ERDErLink (tink-id 6) (optional-feature) (reverse-rink))

)
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Appendix B

The Parse Tree

The following is the completd parse tree generated by the principle based parser of
sentance "display the reliability of the suppliers of blue parts":

(vP
(vbar

(v
(v_wp

(V_Np display)
(wP

(Det ttre)
(Nbar

(N reliability)
(PP

(pbar
(P

(P of)
(mP

(Nbar
(N suppliers)
(PP

(pbar
(P

(P of)
(lrlp

(Nuar
(aP

(tbar
(A blue) ) )

(N parts)))))))))))))))))
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